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Introduction – What You’ll Find in the Guide & On the DVD
Welcome to the OntarioVisual Heritage Project. Each DVD in the series tells the stories
of local history using archival film and photos, re-enactments, historian and expert related
facts, personal anecdotes, animations and music. Use this rich resource as a starting point
for your class to engage them in further study and the exploration of new ideas. Not only
does this documentary reveal historical stories, it utilizes a variety of formats that
teachers will love to use and develop for their classrooms – including flash and 2D
animation, interviews, archival footage, and more!
Students are brimming with imagination. They have been nurtured on digital
communication and move comfortably in the global Internet community. If your students
have access to technology and the Internet, then your assignments will reflect this
digitization.
But, if you must rely on traditional methods, the assignments will be no less exciting, just
more immediate. Instead of creating a commercial about recruiting for the mines,
students will create a skit – utilizing the same acting and scripting skills, minus the
camera. The same goes for any potentially digital idea – an exchange of emails can be
replaced by letter writing, a poster created with Photoshop might become an artistic
drawing endeavour.
There is a folder of rubrics that coincide with the various types of assignments. You will
find examples of how to structure the assignments. There is also a list of resources at the
end of this guide. Keep in mind that the format of the assignment can be separate from
the content. Any of these format ideas can be applied to any content area.
This guide includes a complete transcript of all that is said during the documentary. The
guide has been organized into chapter groups by chronology and theme. Each of the
chapters corresponds to those on the DVD as outlined in the DVD insert booklet, and are
navigable from the ‘Stories’ menu. A series of assignment ideas are listed at the end of
each chapter group. These ideas may be developed to meet the needs of the grade level
and personality of your students. Utilizing various types of assignments enables teachers
to actively employ differentiated instruction in the classroom to meet the individual needs
of students.
The Ontario Visual Heritage Project website is also a great companion to the DVD. By
logging on to www.visualheritage.ca, you will be able to view Riches Beyond Our Rocks
online by chapter, or view the content from the ten other Ontario Visual Heritage Projects
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completed to date. Riches Beyond Our Rocks is also available for download as a podcast
and each chapter page features a chapter description and links specific to that chapter.
While you are more than welcome to simply hit play and watch the production in its
entirety, there are several ways to interact with the content on the DVD. Using the Main
Menu, you can choose to navigate the video by story, timeline, or map. It is our hope that
these different navigation options will allow you to better contextualize the DVD content.
These ideas are meant to inspire you and your students. Having fun while learning can be
a growth experience for both you and your students – and interacting with them through
media that they are excited about can make all the difference!
- The Ontario Visual Heritage Project Team

Ontario Courses
The following courses are directly related to the content of the Sudbury Documentary,
Riches Beyond our Rocks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All English Courses Grades 8 - 12 Applied, Workplace and Academic Courses
Earth and Space Science, (SES4U) Grade 12, University Preparation
Chemistry, Grade 12, College Preparation (SCH4C)
Chemistry, Grade 12, University Preparation (SCH4U)
Science, Grade 11, University/College Preparation (SNC3M)
Science, Grade 11,Workplace Preparation (SNC3E)
Geography of Canada, Grade 9,Academic (CGC1D)
Geography of Canada, Grade 9,Applied (CGC1P)
Canadian History Since World War I, Grade 10,Academic (CHC2D)
Canadian History Since World War I, Grade 10,Applied (CHC2P)
The Americas: Geographic Patterns and Issues, Grade 11, University/College
Preparation (CGD3M)
Physical Geography: Patterns, Processes, and Interactions, Grade 11,
University/College Preparation (CGF3M)
Canada: History, Identity, and Culture, Grade 12, University Preparation (CHI4U)
Canadian History and Politics Since 1945, Grade 11, College Preparation (CHH3C)
Canadian History and Politics Since 1945, Grade 11,Workplace Preparation (CHH3E)
Canadian and World Issues: A Geographic Analysis, (CGW4U)
Grade 12, University Preparation
World Geography: Human Patterns and Interactions, (CGU4U) Grade 12, University
Preparation
Native Studies:
o Expressing Aboriginal Cultures, Grade 9, Open (NAC1O)
o Aboriginal Peoples in Canada, Grade 10, Open (NAC2O)

Notes for Reading Ontario Visual Heritage Project Scripts
•
•

Italicized name – a ‘re-enactment’ actor
V.O – Voice Over
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Chapters 1- 4 (Firs t Na tions History, the Fur Tr ade,
Early Life in Sudbury )
Chapter 1 – Introducing Mrs. Fl orence Howey
Synopsis
In 1883, as wife of the CPR doctor, Florence Howey was amongst the first to settle in
Sudbury. As the town grew, so did the rumours of the potential wealth hidden in the
area’s rocks.
Chapter 1 Transcript
NICOLE
Have you heard, we are all going to be rich?
FLORENCE
Whatever gave you that idea?
NICOLE
Well, Mr.Cliff told me, he overheard Mr. McNaughton talking about a CPR blacksmith
by the name of Thomas Flanagan, whose pick cleft a chunk of shiny mineral while
working on the rail.
FLORENCE
I’ve heard that tale too, but Mr. Flanagan himself denies it. Besides, there is nothing in
those rocks anyhow. Dr Howey had been collecting samples himself, and we once had
the honour…
FLORENCE (V.O.)
We once had the honor of entertaining Dr. Selwyn, who was chief of the Federal
government's Geological Survey. He and Dr. Ruttan came up with Dr. Girdwood to see
if the rocks in this vicinity contained anything more valuable than just rock. They
rambled around among the hills every day, with small canvas bags slung over their
shoulders, with little hammer handles sticking out of them; returning with samples of
rock which they tested for mineral or whatever they might find, but without much result.
Dr. Howey embraced the opportunity to show them some bits of rock, which he had
picked up thinking they looked interesting. They tapped them with their little hammers
examined them with magnifying glasses and tested them with acids. The verdict was:
‘Faint traces of copper -- not sufficient to be of any value.’
There was no higher authority in the land than these learned men, so that settled it, and I
was glad to throw the stones away; they had cluttered up my windowsill long enough.
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WALTER
Are you serious? I dare to say there's no reason for me to be carting these around then.
Bugger.
FLORENCE
Sorry Walter. It’s getting late, I think it would be best if we'd head back to the camp.
OPENING MONTAGE
JIM FORTIN
Florence Howey as the wife of the CPR railway doctor came into this area after 1883.
And she had her early childhood growing up in southern Ontario - very gentile, and came
north with the doctor when he was hired by the CPR.
As the wife of the CPR doctor, she was a personage of importance in the community, she
worked in the hospital with the doctor, and she would be the female leader of the
community. Mrs. Howey was a keen observer of what was around her.

Chapter 2 – Firs t Peoples
Synopsis
The Anishinabek people were the first to occupy the Sudbury area. The creation story of
the blueberry helps us to explore the traditional lifestyles and practices of the area’s First
Peoples. Traditional territories are discussed as fur traders and miners are introduced to
the north. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the Huron-Robinson treaty were
developed to clarify these new relationships.
Chapter 2 Transcript
NICOLE
It is an absolutely delightful day, what an excellent idea Florence!
FLORENCE
If I had to spend one more consecutive day in that hospital I don't know what I would
have done
WALTER
It's nice now that the cursed flies are finally gone. Of course, now it's as hot as the sun.
NICOLE
Oh stop your complaining and eat some blueberries. Florence, these baskets are stunning.
Wherever did you get them?
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FLORENCE
Oh thank you. The Dr. and I got them at Whitefish a while ago. We went to visit the
Trading Post. Not much of a post though, so we spent the afternoon visiting the Native
village.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
We spent the afternoon visiting the Indian village, about two miles distant, at the far end
of Whitefish Lake. We paddled down of course. It consisted of a few log huts and a
number of wigwams, some covered with skins but mainly with large sheets of birch bark.
They were scattered about, just any place, on a large, level grassy clearing. As our canoe
scraped on the shore, the inhabitants came popping out of wigwams and huts, full of
curiosity, but as they came near they assumed their characteristic dignified manner and
came forward smiling a welcome.
JIM FORTIN
The original Native settlers in this area were the Ojibway people. And there are bands of
Ojibway interrelated from here to Manitoulin Island, to Sault Ste Marie. In this area
there were villages here at Whitefish Lake First Nation and sub-villages at the
Larchwood area where the Vermilion bridge is, and then all the way up to Cartier. They
would roam around different portions of the communities for different things at different
times of the year. As the waters opened up in the spring time they would come down to
the mouths of the rivers and do their fishing here and they would travel as far as Lake
Nippissing, to gather blueberries for example.
At one point there is a legend, which says that the Native children were suffering during a
famine. And the story is that the Great Spirit gave the blueberry to the Natives so that the
children would be able to eat. The blueberry is very easy to harvest and very prolific in
this area on the rocks, and it is easy to dry on the rocks. Then they can be stored for use
throughout the season.
As the Hudson Bay Company was establishing their chain of forts across Canada and
through Northern Ontario, the fort at La Cloche on Manitoulin Island was opened up,
where they would receive their supplies from across the Great Lakes by steamer. And
then a series of posts was opened up from La Cloche and supplied from there.
BERNARD PEHTATEGOOSE
There was a traditional trading route that went through from Charles Lake, Vermillion
River, to Clear Lake, to Whitefish Lake, Black Lake, Long Lake, McFarlane Lake, to
Lake Wanapitei. That was a - that was a traditional fur trading route that was used for
many years, and the village at Whitefish Lake was right on the route. So there was some
contact with fur traders that way when the fur trade was started. That route was used for
many years and that's the reason for the establishment of the Hudson's Bay Post between
Clear Lake and Whitefish Lake. It was used from about 1824 to about 1887.
The arrival of mining interests along the North shore of Lake Huron and their activities
started to bother the people along the North shore of lake Huron. And the people in that
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BERNARD PEHTATEGOOSE (CONT’D)
area began to wonder what these people were doing on our land? The people were aware
of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and they knew that the only person who could buy
land from them was the Queen or the King. So, in 1849 there was some confrontation
between the people from the different villages and the mining companies around Bruce
Mines and the British army was involved.
So that's when the decision was made that we should be signing a treaty with these First
Nations so that there will be peace in the colony. In 1849 the process began and the
treaty was signed on September 9th, 1850. The different tribes that are signatory to the
treaty have set aside for themselves different tracts of land for their own community,
which we will call reserves.
WILLIAM ROBINSON (V.O.)
The parties promise and agree that they will not sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any
portion of their Reservations without the consent of the Superintendent-General of Indian
Affairs, or other officer of like authority, being first had and obtained. Nor will they at
any time hinder or prevent persons from exploring or searching for minerals, or other
valuable productions, in any part of the Territory hereby ceded to Her Majesty.

Chapter 3 – A Series of Surveys
Synopsis
In the 1850s, Salter was sent to complete a survey north of Lake Huron. He noticed a
strong magnetic deviation (a sure sign of metals in the rocks) on the edge of what would
later be known as The Sudbury Basin. But for the time being, the pending arrival of the
Canadian Pacific Railway proved to be of greater significance in an age when the only
route to the area was through primeval wilderness. The rail would become the source of
much immigration to Sudbury.
Chapter 3 Transcript
OIVA SAARINEN
By the late 1800's, the southern part of the province had been pretty well settled. They
were beginning to develop colonization roads moving to the North. They knew at the
time there were significant lumbering deposits and perhaps a great agricultural potential
here. And so, what they had to do was to start opening up the terrain and the first step is
to bring in your surveyors. What you have to do is to set up what's called a referencing
system, the main lines on the map. And so, Salter was designated to come into the
Sudbury area in 1856, '57. He did several trips.
DAVE PEARSON
Salter was surveying a line due north from the Great Lakes and went across the Sudbury
ore where now the Creighton open pit is and his compass went haywire. And he got hold
of a geologist called Murray, whom he had met on the boat coming over. That's how you
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DAVE PEARSON (CONT’D)
got to Northern Ontario at the time, I think on the boat from Owen Sound across the
Great Lakes. And they ended up on the same boat because Murray's boat had had a fire
on it and it had to go back and they all ended up on the same boat.
MATT BRAY
Alexander Murray was the assistant to the director of the Geological Survey of Canada.
ALEXANDER MURRAY (V.O.)
Previous to my visit to Whitefish Lake, I had been informed by Mr. Salter that local
attraction of a magnet had been observed by himself while running the meridian line and
he expressed it to be his opinion that the presence of a large body of iron ore was the
immediate cause. When therefore, I came to the part indicated by Mr. Salter, I made a
very careful examination not only in the direction of the meridian line, but for a
considerable distance on each side of it, and the result of my examination was that the
local attraction, which I found exactly as described by Mr. Salter, was owing to an
immense mass of magnetic trap. Titaniferous iron was found associated with the
magnetic ore, and a small quantity of nickel and copper with the pyrites.
DAVE PEARSON
Murray wrote that up in the annual report of his fieldwork for the Geological survey of
Canada and there it was published in 1856, but no prospectors ever followed it up.
MATT BRAY
So, obviously the existence of minerals in this area was known - but the fact that it wasn't
copper, the fact that it was very isolated, that it was simply too remote to become a site
for mining at that point - it meant that their report got buried in their archives for twenty
or thirty years.
WALTER
Too bad the doctor couldn't come. I would have had some help with this timber.
FLORENCE
We've all been so busy of late. He decided he should head down the line, just in case.
WALTER
I don't blame him, so many accidents from falling rock that, exploding this - I'll be happy
when we're finally out of this blasted Shield. You know they say the prairies are flat for
hundreds of miles! I'll believe it when I see it.
NICOLE
Well it keeps you in work doesn't it? Stop being so glum you two. The railway will be
here soon and then we'll have something to celebrate.
WALTER
You're telling me, we'll finally be out of here.
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FLORENCE
Come now, it's not that bad. I think it's pretty country actually.
ALL (NICOLE, WALTER, FLORENCE)
In the summer
MATT BRAY
It was a dream of Sir John A. MacDonald, the first Canadian Prime Minister, to create a
country from sea to sea. And you needed a railway to do that. Sudbury was created
originally as a construction centre on the CPR. And that became the sort of home base
for the construction of the line in that immediate area. There was one in North Bay, the
next one was in Sudbury, and the next one to the west was in Biscotasing, where they
moved after they left Sudbury. What set Sudbury apart was it would become a point
where a line was being constructed that eventually would run to Sault Ste Marie as a
branch line.
OIVA SAARINEN
And for a long period of time the town of Sudbury was basically a CPR company town, it
owned most of the property. There were a couple thousand people who were employed
in various types of CPR operations. The CPR was an extremely important agent for
immigration. And so they owned land, they had the railway, they had the ship lines, and
in Scandinavia, Finland, they would send out agents to look for people to come and work
on the land and also to become labourers. And so among them I know the Finish
population was attracted to this because there was no opportunity for employment there.
JIM FORTIN
People doing heavy physical labour - laying track and cutting down trees, are going to get
hurt. The first public building in Sudbury perhaps would have been the CPR hospital that
Dr. Howey was in charge of building.
The inmates of the hospital, that is the term that they used at the time, ‘inmates,’ would
have been labourers of the CPR and they would have been from a variety of nationalities.
There would have been a multitude of different languages in the hospital.

Chapter 4 – A Frontier T own
Synopsis
The end of 1883 saw the arrival of the CPR in the town of Sudbury. While the presence
of the Jesuits helped to keep the town on the straight and narrow, smuggled in liquor
proved tempting for the labourers. When the CPR construction centre moved from
Sudbury, those who stayed behind turned to lumbering and farming for employment.
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Chapter 4 Transcript
FATHER PERRON
Les premiers Jésuites sont venus à Sudbury avec le chemin de fer vraiment. Les premiers
Jésuites disaient qu'ils avaient une paroisse de quatre pieds de large par 2 000 kilomètres
de long, en 1883, quand le chemin de fer est arrivé à peu près dans l'est dans la région
de Mattawa-North Bay, alors les Jésuites se sont joints au chemin de fer par une
compagnie de gens qui travaillaient et c'est ainsi que, de village en village, ils ont fondé
des communautés de paroisses. Et, la paroisse Ste-Anne-des-Pins étant dépeinte ici a été
fondée en 1883 au moment où le chemin de fer y est arrivé, sur le lac Ramsey.
FATHER PERRON
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
The first Jesuits came to Sudbury with the railroad, really. The first Jesuits said that they
had a parish 4 feet wide by 2 000 km long. In 1883 when the railway arrived around the
east of the Mattawa-North Bay region, the Jesuits were joined to the railway by a
company of workers and that's how from village to village, they founded communities
out of parishes. And, the parish of Ste-Anne-des-Pins here, was founded in 1883 - when
the railway arrived there, on Ramsey Lake.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
As yet there were no church buildings in our town, but the Roman Catholics, to whom the
credit is due of usually being the first voice heard crying in the wilderness to prepare the
way for the Gospel, had applied to the government for lot five in the township of McKim
and were clearing a spot on the north side of the creek on which to build a church. Father
Nolan and Father Coté were superintending the construction, a very difficult job, for
although it was rustic, built of logs, much of the material required had to be shipped from
Montreal. A two-storey building was raised, the upper part was used as a chapel, and the
lower for a school, where all denominations attended.
JIM FORTIN
So you have the CPR on one hand, the Jesuits priests on another, and that coloured a lot
of early settlement in early Sudbury. Because the railway was moving so quickly there
were very few gentling features in the community - rough and tough railway builders.
And Sudbury became a section where they were re-supplying everything. So a lot of
merchants were coming in with things to sell and that included alcohol. There were
various ways of smuggling in alcohol into the settlement. So it was a constant battle
between the people smuggling in the alcohol and the CPR who wanted sober workers.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
One day, Judge McNaughton asked me if I would like to come into his office and see his
trophies. They proved to be an array of many inventions used by the bootleggers for
smuggling liquor, which had been discovered and confiscated. There were cans with a
tube down the center filled with oil or vinegar, or some other lawful commodity, but the
space around contained nothing so innocent. There was even a hollow cane. The most
amusing was a big rubber doll with a very lifelike head, which had been carried carefully
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FLORENCE (V.O. CONT’D)
wrapped up and apparently sleeping, all the way to the end of the iron, by a woman
whose husband worked on the road. It was a very profitable business if they were not
caught. A small flask would sell for ten dollars. After the track was laid it was possible
to do business on a much larger scale.
MATT BRAY
In late 1884, the line was complete and the construction centre moved to Biscotasing.
The town shrunk. The estimate was that it had perhaps been as high as 1 500, and it was
down to 300. And in fact, the lumbering is only beginning to become a major activity in
the area.
OIVA SAARINEN
Lumbering, up until World War One, was basically the raison d'être for the Sudbury
district. Not just Sudbury, but the area around it because we had huge reserves of pine.
And what had happened was that the lumbering in Northern Michigan and the Ottawa
Valley had become a little bit depleted and so they were always looking for new supplies
of lumber. And so what we had was a huge movement of the lumbering industry from
the Ottawa Valley, and also from the United States coming in. And at one time there
were about 11 000 workers who were working in and around the Sudbury area. And the
impact on Sudbury was quite considerable because this was quite often the headquarters
where lumbering operations would come to look for their workers. And so a lot of the
lumbering companies would actually have their headquarters here in Sudbury even
though the operations would've been elsewhere.
JIM FORTIN
The early settlers in this area were of course labourers for the Canadian Pacific Railway.
But at the same time, seeing this land available here, you could see that there was
potential in the land for farming. And many of the people decided, ‘ok we are going to
stay and farm, because we can grow things, we can take our own piece of property, our
own piece of this country.’
And people were able to work in the bush camps in the wintertime and in the springtime
after the ice broke up and the log drives went down the river, they could return to their
farms and plant their crops and grow foods that would be supplied to the lumber camps.
OLGA BEAULIEU
Les fermiers c'étaient surtout dans les régions de l'est de Sudbury, qu'on avait les fermes.
Alors il y avait le jardin potager, c'est sur. Les volailles, le bœuf, le porc, on faisait soimême, pis y en avait même qui étaient chasseurs. Qu'y s'amassaient pas une fortune, mais
ce qui arrivait, c'est qu'ils venaient à bout de faire vivre leurs familles tout juste, mais y
venait a bout de faire vivre.
C'était des grandes familles, des familles de cinq, dix, quinze enfants, j'ai même une tante
qui a eu dix-neuf enfants, donc des grandes familles, on avait besoin d'une ferme cultivée
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OLGA BEAULIEU (CONT’D)
pour venir à bout de faire vivre tout ce Mond là. C'était dans la région de St Charles. Il y
avait de belles fermes, il y avait de moins belles parce qu'il y a beaucoup de rocks.
OLGA BEAULIEU
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
The farmers were mostly in the area east of Sudbury, where we had farms. Then there
was the vegetable garden, of course. Poultry, beef, pork, we did that ourselves, and there
were even some who were hunters. They didn't make a fortune, but what was happening
was that they would manage to feed their family and that was it.
They were big families, families of five, ten, fifteen children. I even had an aunt who had
nineteen children - so big families; we needed a well-cultivated farm to manage to feed
everybody. It was in the St. Charles area. There were good farms and some that were not
so good because there are a lot of rocks.
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Activity Ideas for Chapters 1 - 4
In the beginning: Native Populations and the Fur Trade
There was a traditional trading route that went through from Charles Lake,
Vermillion River, to Clear Lake, to Whitefish Lake, Black Lake, Long Lake,
McFarlane Lake, to Lake Wanapitei. That was a traditional fur trading route that
was used for many years, and the village at Whitefish Lake was right on the route.
So there was some contact with fur traders that way when the fur trade was
started. That route was used for many years and that's the reason for the
establishment of the Hudson's Bay Post between Clear Lake and Whitefish Lake.
It was used from about 1824 to about 1887.
-Bernard Pehtategoose, Chapter 2
Resource: http://www.canadiana.org/hbc/sources/sources_e.html ‘Primary sources’ including
treaties, original charter of HBC 1670, essays, journals etc.
1) Draw a map of the area and mark the fur trading route. Note the Native settlements.
2) Why did the trading route develop near Sudbury?
3) Research the Hudson’s Bay Company. Resource:
(http://www.hbc.com/hbcheritage/default.asp)
a. What are the key elements that made the HBC survive for over 350 years?
b. Re-create a page that may have been in one of their historic catalogues advertising
some of their products for traders and pioneers.
c. Create a commercial for a fur coat made with Canadian pelts.
4) Research the relationship that the native people had with the fur traders.
a. It is the Native population that ensured the success and survival of the fur traders in
Canada. Prove this statement.
b. Our identity is embedded in the relationship that the fur traders and early settlers had
with the Native populations. “The power of diversity in Canada has a long history,
stretching back four centuries to the Aboriginal idea of the inclusive circle” (John
Ralston Saul). Describe how Canada’s current foreign affairs policies and
international involvement reflects this opinion.
i. Resource: John Ralston Saul, John Ralston. A Fair Country: Telling Truths
About Canada. Toronto: Viking Canada, 2008 ISBN 978-0-670-06804-3
5) The original native settlers in this area were the Ojibway people. Research their culture and
lifestyle.
a. Create a shadow box of a traditional Ojibway village.
b. Write a letter to a friend describing the village from the point of view of a settler.
c. What would some of the consequences be of further settlement of land by the settlers?
d. Organize a debate between Natives and stakeholders in the colonial interests: mining
companies, CPR, settlers. Some items for consideration could be: land use, rights to
land resources, environmental consequences, animal habitat, freedom of movement,
fishing, hunting, trapping, farming, compensation.
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The Face of Sudbury: A closer look at community life
Blueberries: The little crop that flourished
1) Celebrate the diversity of blueberries with a classroom blueberry feast. Students bring in
various dishes made from blueberries – whatever the students can come up with – and lay out
a feast for the class. Students may dress up in the costumes of the pioneers and settlers. This
would be easier when blueberries were in season, unless frozen blueberries were substituted.
a. A more extensive assignment would involve researching the food of the period and
re-creating authentic dishes from the past. Students could also research the clothes,
table settings, drinks, etc. of the time period.
b. Resource:
• Blueberry Recipes. 2006. Blueberry-Recipe.com. January 6, 2009.
http://www.blueberry-recipe.com/
The town of Sudbury’s settlement started with the CPR rail lines, continued through the lumber
industry and developed fully with the boom of the mining industry. Students can bring the Sudbury
community to life again in a variety of ways relating to topics discussed in Chapters 1 – 4, including:
the fur trade and the lumber industry.
1. Create a graphic representation of the progression of settlement in the Sudbury area
according to a timeline. Show where people originate, what they do when they arrive, how
the town is built up with schools, stores, etc.
2) Make a relief map of the Sudbury area, with rail lines, crater definition, houses etc.
a. If students have access to a 3D program, re-create the topography of the Sudbury
area.
b. Using Google earth, show the progression of the rail line.
3) Up to this point in history, there have been two major forces that have generated settlement:
CPR rail lines and lumber. Make a snapshot in time from this era.
a. Write a short story about one worker’s life during this time. For example, look at the
life of a lumberjack. Research what it was like at a lumber camp in northern Ontario,
or breaking a log jam on a river in the spring. Focus your story on a personal incident
in the every day life of a lumberjack.
o Other possible points of view: CPR rail worker laying tracks through the bush;
a cook in a lumber camp in the winter; wife of a lumberjack who stays behind
all winter with the twelve children (one on the way) and works hard farming
in the summer alongside her husband, along with making the clothes,
churning the butter, dressing freshly killed meat, keeping house, etc; a child of
one of the lumberjacks or rail men; a merchant who owns a shop where
supplies are bought for the lumber camps, a bootlegger who smuggles liquor
for his lumberjack customers; a girlfriend of one of the rugged lumberjacks
waiting to be married; a newly immigrated teenage boy anxious to get into
the bush and cutting lumber; a new immigrant lured by the promise of free
land and bountiful harvests; a writer for the local paper.
b. Write a letter home from a sojourner who is working on the rail lines. This could be
developed as a series of emails from his family and friends, or between the various
lumberjacks – if they all carried blackberries.
c. Open Mic Night.
o Student groups practice and perform the various old ballads of the
lumberjacks and railroad men. iTunes has examples of some of these old
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tunes. Students could dress up accordingly in plaid and boots. Everyone
would bring non-alcoholic drink mixtures to serve at the celebration. The
classroom could be set up with tables and chairs, as if in a restaurant or tavern.
Students may have access to a karaoke machine. Students may “perform” as
an air band to any one of the recordings of these old songs.
o Some suggestions for Lumberjack songs:
o The Canadian Lumber Jack - Stompin' Tom Connors;
o Lumberjack - Johnny Cash;
o Log Rolling - Uncle Billy McCrea, Deep River of Song
o The Log Jam - David Darling and Barry Lopez, River Notes
o Log Driver's Waltz, sung by a variety of singers including: Copper
Sky, Michael Mitchell
4) Consider the situation of Sudbury. What made Sudbury the ideal location for the lumber
industry?
5) Map the logging routes along the rivers and tributaries.
6) Create a timeline of development of the town of Sudbury as the lumber industry flourished.
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Chapters 5 – 8 (Discovery and Development of the Ore)
Chapter 5 – The Birth of the Basin
Synopsis
About 1.8 billion years ago a meteor hit the earth creating a massive crater that would come to be
known as the Sudbury Basin. The mineral rich ore of the Basin was a direct result of the impact.
Chapter 5 Transcript
OIVA SAARINEN
I think the influence of geology and the physical environment on Sudbury is quite remarkable. I
don't think there's any other community that I'm aware of that has been affected by the physical
environment as much as Sudbury. It began about 1.8 billion years ago when we had a gigantic
meteorite impact. It was about 10 kilometers wide they say.
DAVE PEARSON
The meteorite itself was probably traveling at 6/8 kilometers a second, not a minute - but second Extraterrestrial speeds.
The crater was produced by the explosion after the impact has taken place. The crater that was
produced here was probably about 20 kilometers deep. And to put that into perspective, you could
put Mount Everest in, and another Mount Everest and you still would have room to put more before
you actually began to see over the lip of the crater. Now the sides slumped in very quickly - within
minutes, certainly within hours, and made the crater rather shallower.
The energy of the impact not only threw rock up into the air, which fell back down again, but also
melted some of the rock of the surface - we speak of there being a melt sheet within the crater. And
the fragments that fell back in, fell back on top of that molten rock and within that molten layer was
where the ore was, and it separated out as little molten droplets. If you can imagine what water
separating out from oil, then the water droplets would sink through the oil and form a layer at the
bottom - that was how the ore would separate from the molten rock.
The Sudbury crater would indeed have been perfectly round. It's not round now because there was
pushing of the rock in the Sudbury area toward the northwest by mountain building forces and that
turned the circular crater into a boat shaped crater, principally by squishing the south side. What's
here now is about 35, 40 kilometers across and about 65 or 70 kilometers wide, or long if you like.

Chapter 6 – An Interest in Ore
Synopsis
With the new railway running right through Sudbury, prospectors and businessmen flocked to the
area. Aenaes McCharles and Samuel Ritchie were among the countless men who came to look for
riches in the rocks.
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Chapter 6 Transcript
MATT BRAY
John Gamgee was a British scientist that in the 1870's was in Washington, where he met Sam
Ritchie. Samuel J. Ritchie - the J. does not stand for anything by the way, was an entrepreneur from
Ohio who had invested in a railway system in - sort of eastern Ontario. Gamgee was preoccupied
with a problem that the United States was having with yellow fever. He was convinced that if he
could only build a hospital refrigeration ship – he believed if you lowered the temperatures of the
sufferers, you could get rid of the yellow fever. Well, the problem was in demonstrating his
refrigeration process. The iron piping, the tubing kept breaking.
GAMGEE
Ritchie, did you ever notice the meteorites at the Smithsonian Institute?
RITCHIE
Yes, I suppose I have, why?
GAMGEE
Well, we have no metallic iron on earth formed by nature of that type. These meteors come from the
sky or some other planet. They almost always contain nickel. Tomorrow we will send to
Philadelphia, we’ll get some, and we’ll try it.
MATT BRAY
They created a sort of nickel-iron (I guess it wouldn’t really be steel) alloy that worked. Gamgee
never really got the grant that he was looking for; he was looking at a grant of money from the US
government in order to build this ship. But the significance was that it sort of, ‘twigged’ Ritchie to
the possible uses of nickel.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
Tom Flanagan’s rocks created quite an interest and many pockets were worn out carrying pretty
pebbles, and windowsills in the boarding houses were piled with chunks of rock big and small. But
after Dr. Selwyn's visit and his discouraging report on the samples he had tested, the excitement died
down and we heard nothing more of prospective wealth in our hills.
However, the idea had gone abroad and some hopeful prospectors came in to see for themselves.
Sudbury was inundated with prospectors from all directions and all distances. Though most of them
who took up claims were our old acquaintances, James Stobie, Fred Eyer, Henry Ranger, William
McVittie, Reynaldo McConnell, Phil Green, and Aeneas McCharles.
MATT BRAY
Aeneas McCharles was a sort of freelance entrepreneur. He had been born in Cape Breton and
traveled across the country doing various things. Arrived in Sudbury, I think about 1889, and got
into the prospecting business.
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JIM FORTIN
He talked about the water being so acidic from all the ore in the rocks here and he could not drink
the water. So he would tap into the Birch trees and drink the birch sap, he liked that better because it
was astringic, not sweet like the Maple tree. Poor old Aeneas was a little eccentric.
MCCHARLES
The usual talk as to the benefits of a variety of food is mostly nonsense.
ASSISTANT
What’s that for?
MCCHARLES
My wife.
ASSISTANT
But there’s nobody here but us?
MCCHARLES
Are you sure?
JIM FORTIN
As he was prospecting he would leave the tent flap open in case his dead wife decided to join him
while he was prospecting.
MATT BRAY
He was famous for his book Bemocked of Destiny of course, and that is one of the reasons why we
know more about him than some of the others.
DAVE PEARSON
When the ore had been recognized as valuable, and that meant recognizing there was copper in it,
that was the valuable part of the ore, the word spread pretty quickly and prospectors came into the
area also very quickly because the railroad now came up here and it was easy to get here. And the
prospectors were looking for rusty rock, what they called 'Gossan'. Rusty because the iron in the
copper-iron-sulphate oxidizes to rust, just like a nail oxidizes to rust. So it's easy to recognize when
you see it.
MATT BRAY
So the individuals who became noted prospectors in this area, Henry Ranger or James Stobie, or
Thomas Frood, were not geologists. Initially they were just sort of ordinary people doing other jobs,
who realized that there were minerals in them there hills.
MCCHARLES (V.O.)
Northern Ontario is one of the hardest countries in the world to explore. There are no roads nor
trails that pack horses can be taken on and the canoe routes are few and far apart and seldom
convenient to the mineral ranges. All supplies and outfits must be carried on men's backs through
the trackless woods and swamps and over rocky hills to no end. The season for this is very short,
being only about four months of the year, leaving out fly time, when it is a positive torment to stay in
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MCCHARLES (V.O. CONT’D)
the bush. In short, more poor fellows have lost their lives trying to find mines in the Sudbury
district than have ever made fortunes here.
DAVE PEARSON
Now what the prospectors had to deal with was thick forest at the time too. And much of the early
devastation of the forest around Sudbury took place because prospectors set light to the bush to burn
the forest so they could see the rocks.
MATT BRAY
I don't think the numbers would be very large at all, I can't guess how many but I would be surprised
if there were 30 or 40. Now some of them did all right, Thomas Frood for example was paid
$30 000 for one of his properties. But the rest would get maybe $5 000 or $3 000.
JIM FORTIN
Aeneas McCharles had the one really good find with the North Star mine. He managed to make
some money off of selling that property. He did not get fabulously wealthy or anything but he did
okay.
He really believed in the area and in his will he left property to be developed for the enjoyment of
the public. A park, which is now what we have today in Whitefish as Centennial Park.
MCCHARLES (V.O.)
The Sudbury district is not a poor man’s mining camp. A few big companies are going to make all
the money there is to be made here. It takes a great deal of capital to run the nickel mines, and the
most a prospector can hope for is that if he finds a good ore body he can try and sell it as quickly as
possible.
JIM FORTIN
This was a type of ore that had to be mass mined and mass refined. You had to move away tons and
tons of rock to get a few pounds of ore and only a rich mining company could afford to do that.

Chapter 7 – The Canad ian Cop per Compa ny
Synopsis
In 1885, Samuel Ritchie began buying up properties around the basin in hopes of mining copper.
From these purchases the Canadian Copper Company was born.
Chapter 7 Transcript
METCALF
Here we are sir, Lot 10 concession 1, the Township of Creighton.
MCALLISTER
We’re quite certain of this one, sir.
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RITCHIE
The samples look promising. I’ll give you $10 an acre for the whole lot.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
So the fame of our riches was spread abroad in the States, and presently a businessman from Akron,
Ohio arrived accompanied by a couple of other capitalists and bought out Metcalfe and McAllister's
claim, for which they had paid $1 200 for 120 acres at $10.00 per acre, and Metcalfe and McAllister
thought they were lucky.
Just then we got orders to move to North Bay as it was to be a division point and many men were
employed there. The businessman was needing a house for himself and offices for his staff so our
house was just what he wanted.
RITCHIE
Good Afternoon, Ma'am. Florence Howey I presume.
FLORENCE
Yes, that's me. Good afternoon Sir. And what might I be able to do for you?
RITCHIE
I was just speaking to your husband, and I believe that I just bought this house.
FLORENCE
Well, congratulations. I'm glad the doctor found a buyer so quickly.
RITCHIE
Indeed. Ma’am I have just one request. I need you out by tomorrow.
FLORENCE
Tomorrow, but I couldn't possibly; I've only begun to pack.
RITCHIE
I'll buy everything you can't gather by tomorrow for $200.
FLORENCE
I guess that settles it. It was a pleasure to meet you Mr…
RITCHIE
Samuel Ritchie, and the pleasure is all mine Ma’am.
MATT BRAY
So in the summer of 1885 he traveled across Canada from northern Ontario right through to Nova
Scotia looking for investment opportunities.
They went to the geological museum in Ottawa and he came across samples that had been sent to it,
seemingly from Dr. Howey, to a man by the name of Selwyn. And he had them assayed. He
decided in either late September, or early October of 1885 to go to Sudbury himself. And he then
proceeded to buy properties, he was not a geologist, he had no tests done. And he was incredibly
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MATT BRAY (CONT’D)
lucky because what he bought was the Copper Cliff mine. He acquired the Lady MacDonald
properties; he then applied to Crown Lands and got the property that the Creighton Mine would be
on. He bought directly from Thomas Frood, the Frood property and the Stobie properties. By the
end of 1886 he had acquired all of the major mines that the Canadian Copper Company and INCO
would live on for years.
He did all this on speculation. He then went to his financial backers in Ohio and said, ‘I need
money.’ He literally needed money to pay for them; he didn’t have enough money to pay for these
things. And they decided, ‘Well our best chance of getting any money out of the Central Ontario
Railway,’ they’d loaned him all sorts of money for the Central Ontario Railway, ‘in for a dime in for
a dollar, we better put more money into it.’ And so they were the individuals who ponied up the
capital that was needed and resulted in the creation of the Canadian Copper Company in January of
1886. They began to open the property in late April or May of 1886 and over the course of the
summer, Ritchie was able to negotiate a sale of ore to Robert Means Thompson and the Orford
Copper Company in New Jersey - Bayonne, New Jersey was where it was based. Coincidently,
Orford was running out of its copper supply in the American west and so this seemed like an ideal
opportunity for it.

Chapter 8 – The Nu isance of Nick el
Synopsis
The presence of nickel and sulphur in the ore complicated the smelting process significantly. Roast
beds were among the many methods developed to help separate the minerals from the valuable
copper. For Ritchie, the search was on for new markets, methods, and partnerships to deal with the
Canadian Copper Company’s mounting piles of nickel. The International Nickel Company was born
out of this era.
Chapter 8 Transcript
HANS BRASCH
Now this is actually an ore sample, a very rich ore sample, which comes from 4 000 feet
underground, McCreedy east mine. It is very rich in nickel and copper and sulphur in there. I can't
give the exact number but I would say about 4.5 % nickel and 3.6 % copper.
MATT BRAY
By the end of October 1886 they knew that there was nickel. Ritchie the eternal optimist said, ‘Oh,
this is great now I have two metals to sell not just one,’ but on the other hand it created horrendous
problems in terms of separating the two. And also there was very little market for nickel.
DAVE PEARSON
The Sudbury ore has a lot of sulphur in it. The sulphur was sort of in the way of purifying and
refining the metal content of the ore.
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MATT BRAY
What they were aiming to do was to create a nickel copper matte of about 40%. Heap roasting is the
first stage in the smelting process. What you do is, well you have to cut down a lot of trees and you
make a huge bed of logs and they are essentially kindling. They then piled on top three layers of ore.
What they then did was literally set this on fire.
DAVE PEARSON
And the ore piles burned for months - three or four months. And the purpose of that was to raise the
temperature sufficiently so that the sulfur in the ore combined with oxygen in the air to produce
sulfur dioxide and reduce the amount of sulfur in the ore. It was pretty effective, it reduced the
amount of sulfur by about half.
MATT BRAY
After three months, you then took the reduced ore and then you took it to the smelter and there it was
a heating process. You heated it up, liquefied it, skimmed off other impurities and what you were
left with was the matte.
By 1889 the Canadian Copper Company had all sorts of nickel/copper matte. They had tones and
tones of it lying around. They had small sales to the American Nickel works, small sales to one or
two companies in Great Britain, but markets were a major problem.
Ritchie was the kind of individual who got along tremendously well with all sorts of people - except
for those whom he was related to in business. By 1887, he stepped down as president and was
shortly removed as director.
In any event, in the summer of 1890 Ritchie did them a favour. He initiated an agreement with the
American government and in particular a man by the name of Benjamin Tracy, who was the
Secretary of the Navy.
Well, they carried out experiments on nickel-steel and the results were very positive. The nickelsteel had great armaments potential, both defensive and offensive. Once the Canadian Copper
Company heard about that, they sent Ritchie to negotiate with him because Ritchie and he were
friends. They reappointed Ritchie to the board to do that so that he could negotiate on behalf of the
company. He worked out this wonderful, very lucrative sale of nickel, which Tracy was about to
sign - except when they went in to sign the contract Tracy said, ‘No, this isn’t a fair contract.’
And what had happened was that our friend Robert Thompson had gotten in on the act. He had gone
to see Tracy and said, ‘Look at this, I understand that you are prepared to sign a contract with the
Canadian Copper Company people at this price,’ and he said, ‘I’ve just agreed to buy nickel from
them at this price,’ which was a fraction of the price. The reason that Thompson had some weight
was because he was a naval man. He had been educated at the US naval academy, had been in the
navy. The US navy said, ‘We’ll give you the contract.’ So Thompson got tremendously wealthy out
of that. The Canadian Copper Company cut all ties with Ritchie, then went ahead in the summer of
1891 and made the sale to the US navy, which then passed the matte onto Thompson. It was at that
point that he had to then run around and find out, ‘How am I ever going to separate this stuff?’
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DAVE PEARSON
The nickel has the name nickel because of Old Nick, the Devil. It was the name that was given by
the Swedes I think, because it was a confounding contaminant in copper ore in other places before it
was ever found in Sudbury.
MATT BRAY
The Canadian Copper Company had been desperately trying to find a refining process and had
failed. But by 1893 Orford had designed what was called ‘the Tops and Bottoms Process,’ which
was again, a heating process where you heated it up and you put in a certain kind of flux. Nickel
was heavier than copper, so when they came out of the mold, the top half would be copper and the
bottom half would be nickel. They had to do this repeatedly to get pure nickel. The Canadian
Copper Company and the Orford Copper Company then began to move closer and closer together.
In 1893 they signed a two-year exclusive sales agreement - that Canadian Copper would supply only
Orford and that Orford would buy only from Canadian Copper.
Thompson then went to France and negotiated a secret (and quite illegal) worldwide nickel cartel
that effectively divided the world between the two companies. La Nickel, which was the French
company with holdings in New Caledonia and Orford/Canadian Copper.
Ludwig Mond was actually German, born and raised and educated in Germany, but in the early
1870's he went to Great Britain because that was sort of the centre of the industrial revolution and he
was a chemist. And in about 1889, one of his chemists Dr. Langhor discovered, and again this
seems to have been more by accident than by design, a means of extracting nickel through the use of
carbonyl gas. And this was a fairly complicated system to use, but it was very effective - worked
much better than the Tops and Bottoms process. By about 1893, or 1894 he had pretty much
perfected it. He then decided that he would sell it.
Robert Means Thompson and the Orford Copper Company were desperately afraid that Mond and
the Canadian Copper Company were going to get together, because if that happened the Orford
Copper Company would loose its supply of ore and it would be, in effect, put out of business. And
so there is pretty strong evidence that Robert Thompson set about to make sure it didn't.
The Canadian Copper Company sent 50 tons of specially prepared matte to England to be tested by
the Mond process. Mond had specifically stated that it could have no more than 0.5% of iron. When
it left Sudbury it had the 0.5%, but it had to go to the Orford plant for a roasting process before it got
to England. And when it got to England it had 2.5% or even more. Well, the results of the tests did
not reflect well on the Mond process. As a result, in the summer of 1898 they turned the process
down. And as a consequence in 1900, Mond created his own company, the Mond Nickel Company.
He had acquired properties in Dennison Township in particular, but then also in the Levack area.
And it became a significant rival to Canadian Copper. So the Canadian copper made a wrong
decision and the interesting thing is within months of realizing that, they agreed to merge with
Orford into INCO.
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Activity Ideas for Chapters 5 – 8
Discovery and Development of the Ore
1) Organize a field trip to Sudbury. Students can explore the area, experience Science North
http://sciencenord.ca/, collect rock samples, use soil testing kits, examine rock formations.
Students may also visit Dynamic Earth http://dynamicearth.ca/earth-attractions/earthattractions-tour.html and tour a mine site.
2) Map the locations of the mines around the Sudbury Basin, making sure to note their relation
to the city of Sudbury. Make special note of the tailings, rail and truck routes, smoke stacks
and smelters.
3) Track the emissions from the smoke stack with the prevailing winds.
4) Research the townships that were affected by the roast beds.
5) Research the effects of sulfur dioxide on people, animals and vegetation.
6) Map the extent of the coverage of sulfur dioxide across the lands surrounding the roast yards
and smelters. Research any available data on death rates, respiratory problems etc. in the
affected areas of the time.
7) What would have the Sudbury area have looked like today if the mining companies had
continued to use roasting beds to process the ore?
8) Suggest a few possible scenarios for the Sudbury area if the mines had never been
established.
9) Investigate the rocks in your backyard. Create a shadow box with samples of the types of
rock in your hometown. This information could also be shared through a Powerpoint, as the
students may take photos of their local rocks and rock formations.
10) Geology is the study of rocks and geologists are the people who study them. There are many
different types of geologists:
o Mineralogists study minerals.
o Petrologists study rocks.
o Structural geologists study how plate tectonics move and squish rocks.
o Paleontologists study Earth history and fossils.
o Geomorphologists study how the land surface is shaped by water,
wind and ice.
 The Sudbury area is a “gold mine” for geologists. Research how the area has
enabled geologists to make various discoveries and establish new theories.
 Choose one type of geologist. Find a real geologist that has explored the
Sudbury area. Based on real facts that you have researched, create a diary that
this scientist might have kept over a period of time. Include their musings,
possible theories, and personal thoughts.
 Make a documentary based on one of these scientists. Re-enact a particularly
interesting or significant moment in their history.
11) Produce a “Heritage Minute” and re-enact any significant moment in Sudbury’s history.
Students without access to video cameras could produce a stop frame animation with real
actors, puppets or dolls.
12) Write an X-files type of short story based on the meteorite impact on the Sudbury area.
13) Write a short story from the point of view of the animal life that may have been present as
the meteor stuck the earth.
14) Re-create the meteorite crash with Flash.
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15) Re-create the meteor strike using a flip book. A flip book is a small book with blank pages.
Students draw a series of diagrams that depict the movement of an object or person in proper
sequence. When the student then fans the pages, the drawing appears to move.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flip_book
a. Students may also create the artwork in Photoshop and produce an animation using
Flash, Motion or Final Cut Pro (or any film editing program) in order to re-create the
meteor crash.
16) Research the impact that Nickel has had on various inventions and technologies.
17) Describe the role of the Smithsonian Institute in the late 18th and early 19th centuries.

Early Prospectors
James Stobie, Fred Eyer, Henry Ranger, William McVittie, Reynaldo McConnell, Phil Green, and
Aeneas McCharles.
1) Research the adventures of any one of these early prospectors, or students can invent a
prospector of their own. Students can do this in a variety of ways: short story, diary, letter
home, movie script, movie trailer, graphic novel, ebook, skit, etc.

Samuel Ritchie and the Creation of the Mining Industry in Sudbury (Chapter 8)
1) Students create a graphic timeline or chart to outline the development of the mining
companies from land acquisition to production.
2) Investigate further Robert Thompson and his role in the development of the Canadian mining
industry. Consider as well the American influence on Sudbury’s development.
3) Consider the situation of Sudbury. What made Sudbury the ideal location for the mining
industry?
4) Investigate INCO in present day Greater Sudbury.
a) Is the city still dependent on INCO economically & in an administrative
sense (i.e. Company towns)?
b) Use Google maps to reveal the growth of INCO and the town of Sudbury
since the late 1800s.
c) How is the corporation of INCO structured today? How do the employees
benefit from working there?
d) How does INCO affect the politics of the area?
e) Has INCO contributed culturally, socially, or environmentally to the area in
a positive way?

Ore Refining
The nickel has the name nickel because of Old Nick, the Devil. It
was the name that was given by the Swedes I think, because it was
a confounding contaminant in copper ore in other places before it
was ever found in Sudbury.
- Dr. Dave Pearson, Chapter 8
1) Illustrate the “tops and bottoms” smelting process.
2) Research other technological discoveries that were happening in this same time period (1870
– 1900) around the world.
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Chapters 9 – 15 (Miner’s Lifestyles, Mining Communities, Unions,
Women in the Workforce, Potatoes & Blueberries)
Chapter 9 – Living the Miner’s Life
Synopsis
High wages attracted miners from around the world, including Hans Brasch. Hans leads us on a tour
of early mining practices in the Basin. The large number of immigrants prompted the development
of ethnic communities around the area’s mines.
Chapter 9 Transcript
DUNCAN MCINTYRE
I will now present ‘Nickel Mines’, an original poem by me, Duncan McIntyre. Ahem –
Prospectors from all nations hurry,
To locate mines in Sudbury;
For them the highest worldly fame,
Is to procure a good nickel claim.
No hardships daunt them in attempt,
A good mining claim for to pre-empt;
And ahh the old miners here from Wales,
Of these mines tell glowing tales.
DAVE PEARSON
Because the ore was scattered in an ellipse that was 65 kilometers long and 35 wide, there were
many mines that opened up. It wasn't just one mine or two mines close together in one sort of pot of
ore, and that lead to the development of small communities near those mines.
OIVA SAARINEN
In fact Copper Cliff became, in effect, one of the role models for other company towns that
developed on that basis. And very quickly you had the Anglo Saxon elite, who would have all the
choice jobs, the white-collar jobs, any of the jobs of leadership positions. And they would be located
in a particular part of the town. And even there, there was a hierarchy of different types of houses,
and who would live in one going from upper management to lower management. And then, what
would happen is that when the Finns came in they developed in a certain part of town. When the
Italians came in, they came into what's called Little Italy, which was basically under the smoke
stacks. And they developed their own little community.
GERRY TAPPER
They came here because of the chance of getting a job, that was for the day, one of the highest paid
jobs in North America.
DUNCAN MCINTYRE
Mining fortune oft is fickle,
But ‘tis not so with mines of Nickel;
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DUNCAN MCINTYRE (CONT’D)
There if the rocks you do but tickle,
They smile and you behold the Nickel.
HANS BRASCH
We start talking about Sudbury mining there, when it started in the early days. What you did was
you brought in a diamond drill, they were mostly steam driven at that time because you couldn't take
a compressor with you in the bush. And they drilled down below, some of them a thousand, two
thousand feet, whatever was required. And you put in several diamond drill holes and this, so you
know how big the ore body is, if there was any ore, and if it was worthwhile to start a mine.
They usually started by open pit mining. And you can only go so far, so deep with the open pit, then
you have to sink a shaft, and this is where the mine in Copper Cliff came in 1886. And from there
you have to drive a drift. And the drift leads to the ore body, this is where you start mining.
They achieved about 18 inches in 24 hours by hammer and chisel. But then the first drilling
machine was invented in 1849 and the Rand Machine was used to start Sudbury mines. And this
machine weighs about three hundred and twenty pounds and it had a beat of 400 blows a minute.
And this way you could achieve in a drift about five feet in 24 hours.
You stuck in a stick of dynamite and then you pushed it in with a loading stick and once that hole
was loaded, the whole round, you also put a tape fuse on one of those dynamite sticks and the tape
fuse was hanging out about 2 to 3 feet. Once that 2-foot tape fuse was burned out it was time to get
out of there. Otherwise you get caught in the blast.
And when they drilled and blasted, they shoveled it into this car here. And that car holds about two
tones, and this car then you push straight back out to the shaft, and you dump it directly into the skip,
which is hoisted up to the surface.
MATT BRAY
A lot of the men that came were sojourners, so called sojourners. They didn't come planning to stay
in Canada. They had left their wives and families, or their parents, or their fiancées back in their
land of origin. They came to Canada to sort of work, make a nest egg and go back. Which in fact,
quite a few of them would actually do that. But for many others they could not afford to do that and
would end up staying here.
MARY STEFURA
I think my grandfather was one of many young men in his village in Ukraine that heard about
Canada and wanted to better his life. And he was one that didn't go west because he wasn't
interested, I don't think, in farming. He was more interested in earning enough money to buy more
land in his village. And so he did work in a mine and I believe that it was an open pit mine.
GERRY TAPPER
My grandfather came over in the 1890 time frame. He was about 16 years old when he came over.
He worked for the Canada Copper Company sinking the Frood number 3 shaft. There he was a shift
boss in charge of a crew made up of mostly Finns, Swedes, Norwegians, Germans, Russians,
Yugoslavians - all of the ethnic groups that didn't speak English were in his crew. One of the
reasons he was hired, I think, is that he spoke Finn, Swedish, Russian, and English.
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MARY STEFURA
There was no way of corresponding, and so it was a very trying time for these people.
OLGA BEAULIEU
Ils ça a prit du temps pour s'assimiler, on ne se connaissait pas, on se craignait… Il y avait certains
groupes comme les francophones qui voulaient pas se faire assimiler. C'était pas nous qui avait les
postes, les mieux rénumerer donc c'était assez difficile. Est-ce qu'il y avait beaucoup de mélange?
Non.
OLGA BEAULIEU
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
It took time to assimilate ourselves too, we didn't know each other, we were scared of each other.
There were some groups, like the Francophones, who didn't want to be assimilated. We were not the
ones with the best-paying jobs, so it was pretty difficult. Was there a lot of mixing? No.
JIM FORTIN
In November of 1917 there was a Bulgarian woman operating a boarding house in Creighton. And
she and a Russian miner in Creighton fell in love. They decided they were going to get married.
That’s where the problem developed. He wanted to go to Toronto and get married, she wanted to
stay in Creighton and get married - figured that’s good enough. They argued over this.
He had been a powder man at Creighton, and after the argument with her over the location of the
wedding he went over to the powder house and went back to the boarding house. And he hugged her
and then lit the dynamite, and the resulting explosion killed the both of them of course. There was
no one else in the boarding house apparently, but it did a lot of damage to the building. It was very
typical of the kinds of things happening in the community. You get multi ethnic groups mixing
together and tempers ran high sometimes.

Chapter 10 – Opportunity for Education & Entertainment
Synopsis
Area labourers often hoped for better lives for their children. The collège Sacré-Cœur and railway
school cars offered education for aspiring youth. Churches, halls, and sports teams also evolved to
improve the quality of life in company towns.
Chapter 10 Transcript
MATT BRAY
In the post 1900 period, accident rates rose steadily and peaked about 1913. And I’m convinced it
had very much to with this immigration work force. You now had a workforce that spoke many
different languages, they were not given instructions, there was no safety class of any sort. If they
could read, they couldn’t read English.
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MARY STEFURA
It must have been very frustrating and very dangerous because people were telling them to do things
that they couldn’t interpret.
MATT BRAY
Oddly one of the most dangerous places to work was on the railroad. People were constantly falling
onto the rail tracks and getting run over and loosing a leg, or being killed.
The safest place in terms of deaths and indeed accidents, although we don't know about health, was
working in the smelter itself. It seems to have had the fewest deaths and the fewest accidents. And
it may be because the men who worked there had to have a particular expertise, and so they knew
their jobs better and they were much more careful as compared to the miners.
HANS BRASCH
We didn't have no hard hats at that time, you had your own felt hats. You didn't have no lights, all
you got is between four and six candles, that was your supply of lights. And some companies they
charge you for it, and other companies you got it free.
Blocking is very important as you can see up here too because loose ground is number one killer in
the mine. Then as is now.
JIM FORTIN
One of the most dramatic accidents to have happened was the collapse of the Worthington mine in
1927. The International Nickel Company was mining the ore body. For weeks in advance there had
been rumblings and poppings they could hear underground.
GERRY TAPPER
On that day in 1927 my grandfather was the shift boss at the Worthington Mine and I guess there
had been such a lot of rock fall that the operators decided to empty the mine of people. And my
grandfather then was the last person out of the mine, he was the one who cleared the miners out of
the mine, and ended up getting on surface. And by the next shift the mine had collapsed.
JIM FORTIN
The telegraph operators had to stop the CPR train coming across Canada because it took out part of
that rail. It would have covered probably five or six football fields, the effect of the cave in. The
only real fatality was a pig. The pig fell down and broke a leg. They managed to salvage the pig
and probably harvested it.
MATT BRAY
Danger took a lot of different forms. The accidents tended to be misuse of the explosives.
JIM FORTIN
At the roast beds, after you were done roasting it you had to let the ores cool before you could break
it up and take it for more refining. And what had to be done was that you would hand drill into the
roasted ore, load in the dynamite and then blow it apart.
People would load the Duralane into these holes and if they hadn’t waited long enough for the ore to
cool, as soon as that Duralane hit the hot ore on the bottom, it would explode and come back out the
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JIM FORTIN (CONT’D)
drilled hole. And report after report, after report of people loosing hands, eyes, fingers, arms because this thing was blowing back out these holes.
MATT BRAY
In 1914, the province of Ontario brought in health and safety regulations which quite dramatically
cut deaths and serious accidents.
MARY STEFURA
It was really a difficult time. So what happened was they organized themselves, and the first things
that they did is they built a home for themselves. And the one that my grandfather belonged to was
called Nerod Nee Deem, and it was in Worthington. They had had a dramatic society and they
staged plays. They had choirs and dance groups.
OLGA BEAULIEU
La plupart des jeunes hommes dont les familles rêvaient d'une vie meilleure pour leurs fils, sont allés
au collège Sacré-Cœur. Le collège, 1913, était fondé par les Jésuites. Dans ce temps là c'était le
collège offrait le cours classique, c'est à dire les 7 à 8 ans nécessaire, secondaire, universitaire, avant
qu'ils se dirigent dans des carrières, parce que beaucoup de nos juges, avocats, médecins, dentistes,
professeurs, les professionnels de la région... masculins... sont passés à ce moment-là par le collège
Sacre Cœur
OLGA BEAULIEU
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
The majority of the young men whose families dreamed of a better life for their sons, went to the
collège Sacré-Cœur. The college was founded in 1913 by the Jesuits. During that time, it was the
college that offered classical training, that is to say the 7 to 8 years necessary (secondary school and
university) before they headed into a career, because many of our judges, lawyers, doctors, dentists,
professors, the professionals of the area... male professionals...went through Sacré-Cœur college at
the time.
BOB MICHELUTTI
Well what happened was that in northern Ontario communities, a lot of them were so small they first
of all couldn't afford a school. And they were there basically to service the railroad. And the only
link they had was by rail. And a lot of these people were immigrants, like Italians, Ukrainians,
Polish people, so they couldn't speak English very well and I guess the minister of education at the
time decided that they should be educated. And they thought the best way to do it is they had an
agreement with the railroads, like CNR, CPR, and they had these school cars, which they would
bring around to the communities. And they would leave the car in a particular community for a
week and the kids would go there each day, get their lessons, do their homework, and then at the end
of the week they would go away to the next community. And they would do this at each
community, and then come back a month later and continue the lessons for these kids. So there was
one here in particular, it was operated by CNR and it went from Capreol to Foleyet. And that
particular car was operated by the Sloman family. They actually lived in this car; this was their
home and the school. And they operated like this for close to forty years and they raised five
children in this school car.
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OIVA SAARINEN
In order to attract workers you had to have an environment that was attractive, and one of the things
that all these workers wanted was first of all, a first class educational system so their sons and
daughters wouldn't have to go through the same life that they did. Of course they had to be
entertained, and so you had arenas, and it was just incredible.
JIM FORTIN
They brought in the churches. The theory is if the churches were there, the men would be spiritually
led. Up until very recently, in the last 15 or 20 years, there was never a licensed drinking
establishment in Copper Cliff. There never was a licensed drinking establishment in Creighton.
Clubs were a big part of the community. The company would encourage sports teams. You would
work for the company and you would play on the company baseball team, and the company would
buy the bats and balls and uniforms and provide another team from another mine so you’d have
competition.
OIVA SAARINEN
You know, let's face it, there was a lot of hard work if you're working for the mining industry. When
you got out from work all you wanted to do was go to church, or be involved with sports, or have a
dance, etcetera.
MATT BRAY
You certainly have to credit the Canadian Copper Company and then INCO. They hired a doctor in
1887. He was one of the first officials that they hired to look after the families of the workers.
OIVA SAARINEN
So in many ways, the company town was a fantastic place in which to live. But on the other hand
there was no democracy. Everything would be by acclamation. Nobody would even know who was
running for council. Everybody knew who called the shots.

Chapter 11 – Sulphur in the Skies
Synopsis
The Sulphur Dioxide produced from roast yards and smelting facilities was deadly for plant life and
resulted in the acidification of soils and lakes. A barren landscape was the price that Sudburians
paid for good jobs and quality nickel products.
Chapter 11 Transcript
DUNCAN MCINTYRE
And where the landscape late has been
Covered o’er with forest green;
The fire has left charred stumps of pine,
And there too is the glittering mine.
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MATT BRAY
The original roast beds were located in Copper Cliff where the park is today. So it’s right
downtown, right in the centre of Copper Cliff. And you have to remember that this was at ground
level and there were massive fumes coming off.
OIVA SAARINEN
One of the interesting things that was reported in one of the Finnish newspapers was that after the
shift was done (by the way they were 84 hour weeks of work), and sometimes when their husbands
would come home, and this was in Copper Cliff, that the sulphur was so bad that they would have to
shout to their man or to put ropes to lead them to their residential dwellings. Just a small statement
but it really does tell you what the conditions must have been like.
MATT BRAY
One wonders about the health effects, but there were people at the time and since who argued that it
was healthy, kept you healthy.
JIM FORTIN
You have to remember that at the time, sulphur drugs were just being introduced.
PETER BECKETT
The modern equivalent would be in some of the cities where you get lots of air pollution, what we
call smog. So it would be somewhat similar to that.
BOB MICHELUTTI
You have to recall that when sulphur dioxide contacts water it produces acid. So our eyes are moist,
so your eyes start burning because you're actually getting acid in your eyes. You breath it into your
lungs - your lungs are moist, you can do damage to your lungs.
MATT BRAY
In 1916 they moved the roast beds to O'Donnell and there they were massive, big roast beds.
BERNARD PEHTATEGOOSE
And the fumes from that burning quite often drifted onto the reserve. The fumes from the sulphur
beds effected the vegetation on the reserve to the point where in 1917 the Canadian Copper
Company paid a little bit of compensation to the reserve, to the tune of about twelve hundred bucks.
OLD FILM
It’s a green world we live in and lucky we are that it is.
PETER BECKETT
Well the sulphur would be taken up by the plants. It would go into the leaves through the pores in
the leaves by which the plant normally takes up carbon dioxide. And once the sulphur dioxide was
inside the leaf, it would go into the cells and would break down the molecule, which normally we
see as green. And the plant would become white. And that green colour in the molecules is very
important, since that's the molecule that helps the plant to do photosynthesis, to make its own sugars,
to make its own food. So if that molecule isn't there, then the plant is going to die.
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JIM FORTIN
When the sulphur fumes settled on a farm, for example, the sulphuric acid would literally rot the
fence wire off the posts. It would destroy the crops in the fields. And that happened at Coniston, it
happened at Waters Township, it happened in Creighton. Whole areas to the west of O'Donnell
were closed. Whole townships were closed to settlement, because that was where the prevailing
wind was. And people were not allowed to take up homesteads in that area because they knew that
the fumes were going to get them. And it became the subject of court cases on a national level. And
eventually it was ruled that because of the World War One war effort and the need for the copper
and the nickel - that they could continue to produce regardless of this.
MATT BRAY
So the judge ruled that the industry had to take priority, but that the companies were responsible for
compensating farmers. However, in giving compensation the judge in each case awarded
compensation less than what the companies had already offered the farmers. In other words he was
saying to them, ‘You can get compensation, but you better take what the company offers.’
One of the thorns in INCO's side was a man by the name of John Ferguson Black. One of the things
he did was to open the Buena Vista Conservatory. At the same time he was very instrumental in
getting established the Sudbury Horticultural Society - he wanted to beautify Sudbury. So they had
their first show scheduled for August of 1912, and all the flowers in the city were destroyed by
sulphur fumes, at least that’s the story - including the flowers in his shop. He ended up suing INCO,
over that.

Chapter 12 – Potatoes & Blueberries
Synopsis
Located just beyond the fumes of the roast yards, the nutrient rich soils of the Valley were able to
produce prize-winning produce, most notably potatoes – in spite of the sulphur that hung over most
of the region. While acidification of the soil was fatal for most plants, the blueberry thrived and
produced bumper crops during the roast bed era.
Chapter 12 Transcript
JIM FORTIN
If you went into Azilda, Chelmsford, Val Caron, Therese, Blezard Valley, you wouldn’t see those
kinds of effects because of where the prevailing winds came from.
DAVE PEARSON
As the ice of the last ice age melted, and here it melted about 9 and a half thousand years ago, the
centre of the Sudbury basin was like a big bay on the northern shore of Lake Huron. And of course
filled with mud, quite organically rich mud in fact. And it's that mud which is now the farmland.
JIM FORTIN
In the Valley one of the strongest crops throughout the years has been the potato. The soil is good
for that crop, and for years and years there have been some very successful farmers. And one of the
most noted of these was the Despatie family. And they developed what they called the Chippewa
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JIM FORTIN (CONT’D)
potato. And he entered the potatoes into competitions for years and years and eventually winning at
the Royal Winter Fair, in Toronto, and being named the potato King of Canada.
Ironically with all this erosion and sulphur dioxide happening all over the Sudbury area one of our
benefits, perhaps the only benefit, was that our old friend the blueberry loved it. Blueberries like
acidic soils. They grow underneath pine trees, where the acids from the pine needles dissolve and
develop a really acidic soil.
JEANINE LARCHER LALONDE
The thing is blueberries, their roots are underground and they travel underground, so if you destroy
the top part that's not really what's going to cause the berries not to grow. Because the rhizomes are
underneath the ground and that's how they spread.
JIM FORTIN
And everywhere you have flat land that’s been wiped out from acids, then the blueberries grow very
well there.
JEANINE LARCHER LALONDE
I think that some of the poor families, well they had big families then, so they would take their
whole families and camp out and pick berries so that they could make their farm payments, or dress
the kids for school in the fall, or any of that type of thing; and I think today it still goes on.
JIM FORTIN
During the 1920's a blueberry picker could, on a good day, earn as much as an INCO miner.
Something like 11 000, 11-quart baskets were shipped out of Sudbury in 1924. As a child I picked
blueberries to supplement my meager amounts of money - my spending money was blueberries.
JEANINE LARCHER LALONDE
It's a multicultural thing you know? Like, I mean, anybody can pick blueberries and we're all even whether you're rich or poor, whatever nationality, it's free for everyone to enjoy.
JIM FORTIN
In 1910 the Manitoba Flour Company developed a flourmill processing plant in what is known as the
Flour Mill area of Sudbury. The idea was to produce ground flours from Sudbury produce, ship it by
rail to markets. Certainly the operations went on there, up until about 1917. There was a large order
for the product for the First World War. But there was a dip in the market by the end of the First
World War.

Chapter 13 – Strengthening Sudbury
Synopsis
The Spanish-American War and World War I were a boon for nickel producers as armaments were
made stronger by nickel steel. While INCO absorbed one of its larger competitors and elected to
become more Canadian to avoid American anti-trust laws, a new company, Falconbridge, began
mining the basin on one of Thomas Edison’s old claims.
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Chapter 13 Transcript
DUNCAN MCINTYRE
And Uncle Sam thinks he would feel,
his Navy Safe ‘neath Nickel Steel.
MATT BRAY
Sudbury is a city that has lived on war. In 1898, all of sudden the demand for nickel jumped
tremendously. And I think that it did have a lot to do with the Spanish American war, because the
reputation of nickel was established and broadcast. When World War I broke out, nickel production
jumped dramatically.
BOB MICHELUTTI
And they found that they could make the armor plating so strong that the normal shells of the day
couldn't penetrate it. Then they had the bright idea of, ‘Well, what if we add the nickel to the shells?
Then the shells will become a lot stronger.’
MATT BRAY
Germany during World War I, like other countries, needed Nickel. The United States in 1916 was
still a neutral country, and consequentially the Deutschland, a German Cargo Submarine, went twice
to Philadelphia, picked up cargoes of Nickel and took them back to Germany. Now that Nickel had
come from Sudbury - it had been produced by INCO. Problem was that it went to another company,
and then to a third company, then to a fourth company that they didn’t know about it and didn’t
approve. And it was that company which sold it to Germany. The hewn cry that came out of that
was horrendous. And one of the things that it forced INCO to do was to build a refinery in Canada.
And they established their refinery at Port Colborne on the Niagara peninsula because it was near to
Niagara Falls and they were using a new electrolytic refining process. So in 1918 they created the
International Nickel Company of Canada as a single subsidiary to the International Nickel Company
of New Jersey, which was the parent company.
OIVA SAARINEN
When after World War One was over, the demand for nickel for military purposes went down and it
was at this stage that INCO realized that they would have to change their marketing techniques and
begin to discover all sorts of new uses: stainless steel, for example, and automobiles.
MATT BRAY
In 1928, ’29, INCO absorbed the Mond nickel company. INCO was concerned about American
anti-trust laws - that by taking over its only real rival, it would be hit by American Anti-trust laws.
So it worked out an interesting strategy to try to avoid that. What they did is they flipped INCO
Canada and INCO New Jersey. INCO Canada became the parent company; INCO New Jersey
became a subsidiary of INCO Canada. And the logic was the US government can’t touch us because
it’s a Canadian company.
OIVA SAARINEN
And after 1928 we had another company called Falconbridge.
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JIM FORTIN
As the government was getting ready for the Pan-American Exposition in New York in 1901, the
Dominion Curator of Mines came through Northern Ontario to get samples of the ores and at the
Pan-American Exposition one of the people who showed up was Thomas Edison. Now Edison was
developing a battery for storing his electricity, the nickel storage battery, which became now the
nickel cadmium battery. He was looking for his own supply of nickel.
MCCHARLES (V.O.)
When Thomas A. Edison visited the Sudbury district in the summer of 1901, he used to call at my
office or den almost every day for a week or more. In his manner and talk, and especially in his
quiet repose, he had very little of the typical American character, and was a big, well-made,
handsome man, with a fine large intellectual face, but rather deaf, and one had to speak loud to make
him hear. I have never met a more interesting man to talk and listen to. He hated snakes awfully,
and nearly the first thing he asked me was if they were numerous in that part of Northern Ontario.
He was very glad to hear that we had only a few harmless garter snakes on the nickel belt.
JIM FORTIN
Thomas Edison was much more scientific in his approach to prospecting. He developed a technique
called ‘dip ore needle.’ So he would walk along, very similar to a compass, and the needle would
point down when he came across an ore body. And he would walk out in grids and try to map out
the ore body from the surface. He did stake a number of claims around. The Falconbridge ore body
was the one he staked and actually tried drilling down into. The problem was as he went down, he
ran into quicksand. And in 1901 the technology was kind of primitive and he was unable to get
through the quicksand and actually hit the ore body. So he was stumped and had to give up.
BOB MICHELUTTI
And the property was bought up by the Long Year Company in the States. And they eventually sold
the property to the Ventures Group, which became Falconbridge Nickel Mines Limited.
MATT BRAY
INCO, I think, was quite happy to see Falconbridge come into existence. Partly because it proved to
the American government that they did not have a monopoly, even though now they controlled
Mond.
OIVA SAARINEN
And what had happened there had been sort of an agreement between INCO and Falconbridge, that
INCO sells to North America, Falconbridge you, you sell to Europe, and we're not really going to
squash you like they did with all of the other competitors.
BOB MICHELUTTI
So what Falconbridge did is to not be dependent on INCO, they acquired a refinery in Kristiansand
Norway, which had the Hibbenet process for refining nickel. And they had the European patents,
and by buying that they acquired that process. So Falconbridge to this day still ships their matte,
which is a 50% nickel product, to Kristiansand Norway for further refining.
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Chapter 14 – Red & White
Synopsis
From varying ideologies in the ethnic communities, tensions arose between those who supported
either socialist or capitalist ideologies, or the “reds” and the ”whites”. The socialist impulse, worker
safety and wage equality prompted the push to create unions for miners.
Chapter 14 Transcript
FILM
Ever hear of Karl Marx? In his mind communism was born more than a hundred years ago. He saw
men as divided into two classes: workers and capitalists. In the communist manifesto he called upon
the workers, the proletarians, to rise up and overthrow their capitalistic masters.
OIVA SAARINEN
The immigrants who came over carried with them varying ideologies. When the first wave of Finns
came over, in the United States particularly, they were very, very church oriented. They tended to
be very conservative and what you might call right wing. The immigrants who then came prior to
World War I were a little bit more left wing.
JON STEFURA
The Finns and the Ukrainians both had the Reds and the Whites. And the Reds were on Spruce
Street, which was on the South side of the track and the Whites had their hall on Antwerp Avenue.
OIVA SAARINEN
And in one way this created a tremendous infrastructure that was so lively because each one of these
groups would develop their own halls and have their own dances and then their own newspapers and
things like this. On the other hand, it did fragment the Finnish community considerably. Basically if
you were organized at all, or if you went to dances - the moment you went into one of the
institutions, it sort of labeled you. If you went to the Finn hall, it'd be highly unusually that you'd go
to the Sampo Hall and so on. So, unfortunately what happened was that there was a branding effect
every time you associated with any one of these halls. And it was pretty difficult to get away from
this because there was a lot of blind ideology.
JON STEFURA
The group on Spruce Street, the Labour Farmer Temple, were bringing in a speaker from Ukraine,
and he was going to be extolling the virtues of the Communist system, and how good things were
there and everything else. A group from the National Federation at that time had decided that they
were going to go en masse and question this guy. So, it broke out into a may-lay. And apparently
they destroyed part of the building and you know, there's a lot of fighting and this sort of thing and
police were called and everybody scattered of course.
OIVA SAARINEN
The living conditions of the time really spurred a reaction on the part of the Finns cause they said,
‘I'm going to give you an honest day's work, but I want an honest day's pay.’ If they didn't get it,
they got angry.
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OIVA SAARINEN (CONT’D)
It was Italians by the way, around 1900, who undertook the first strikes, but they were squashed, and
then the Finns about 1909 then began to develop some strikes.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
There was a strike that was a result of a confrontation between a shift boss in Garson in the Garson
mine. One of the miners had been involved in some accident where some rubble had fallen on the
equipment that he was using, and it had damaged the equipment, and the mine boss said, ‘Hey, you
have to pay for it,’ you know, ‘this is not acceptable.’ And the worker said, ‘I am not paying for
that, that’s not my fault that this has happened.’ So they fired him. And all of the rest of the
workers left the shift and said, ‘You have to rehire this guy,’ and they went on strike. And they
stayed out until the guy was rehired. Which didn’t take long, it was I think about a day. But it was
the beginning of the mining strikes. And the unionizing was mainly I think amongst the Finnish
workers who set up the first mining local in Garson which was run by the Western Federation of
Miners.
OIVA SAARINEN
People do not understand the power that International Nickel had.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
It is interesting in looking at the police surveillance records from the RCMP. They show that the
corporation actually was given lists of those who subscribed to the particular newspapers of the
ethnic left in Sudbury, to be able to be warned about those particular workers in the work sites. In
the twenties there was very little organizing in Northern Ontario in the Sudbury basin area.
What happens is that the union drive starts again in the 1930's under the mine workers union, which
is part of a larger umbrella organization of left led unions across the country in the 1930's.

Chapter 15 – Politics Underground
Synopsis
Kit Coleman and Queen Elizabeth were among the few women who had been underground prior to
the 1970’s. In spite of women occupying the work force during WWII, the mining act prohibited
women from working in the mines. In 1944, the Mine Mill union was brought in at both INCO an
Falconbridge, ensuring for men at least, fair wages and safe working conditions.
Chapter 15 Transcript
JIM FORTIN
In 1939, the King and Queen of England were touring Canada. The King and Queen talked about it
and they decided they wanted to look at the nickel mines in Sudbury. Partially because they were
just a very curious group; they also knew that should it come to war the supplies of nickel and
copper from Sudbury were going to be very important to the defense of the Dominion.
Women had been underground previously in Sudbury, Kit Coleman the wife of an early Canadian
Copper Company official who was a well known - internationally known women's author, she’d
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JIM FORTIN (CONT’D)
gone underground. The problem with women underground is that it stirs up the underground spirits
- the gnomes underground. And they will cause a lot of havoc for the miners.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
The Mining Act of Ontario forbid women from working in the mines. Even in the 2nd World War
when women went to work at INCO, they were not allowed into the mines, they only worked in
surface operations. Most of them seemed to have worked in the smelters and in the rock picking.
So, they did that kind of work and they did assistant-to-assistant kind of work. Most of the women
who were working in Sudbury prior to that time would have been working as probably clerks.
Mainly domestics, working in boarding houses. At this point they’re going into a job that would
probably double, if not more than double what they would have been making before.
840 women out like that. One day, that was it - when the war ended their places were taken over by
men again. And they expected that their jobs would be taken over by men. But many of them
wanted to stay. It was just company policy.
MATT BRAY
By 1942 there was a shortage of manpower and an excess of jobs. And consequently the agitation
began once again for the establishment of unions.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
In the early 40's the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers union opened up their first office in downtown
Sudbury. So when they opened their office downtown, some shift bosses from INCO - about 12
guys were given time off to come down to the union hall with pick axes and they smashed the union
office. They destroyed all of the furniture and all of the files and they beat up the men that were in
the union office. One of them was so severely beaten that he was described as having his face
looking like chopped liver. Initially they didn’t know who these guys were that had turned up, but
they very quickly found out the names of these guys and realized that they had been sent there by the
company. And I don't think it won them very many friends.
MATT BRAY
The provincial government in late 1943 and the federal government in early 1944 passed orders in
council, which required companies to recognize and negotiate with legitimately constituted unions.
INCO and Falconbridge now had no option. The first contracts were negotiated with Mine/Mill and
it was at both Falconbridge and INCO.
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Activity Ideas for Chapters 9 – 15
Living the Miner’s Life

1)
2)

3)
4)

There was a strike that was a result of a confrontation between a shift
boss in Garson in the Garson mine. One of the miners had been
involved in some accident where some rubble had fallen on the
equipment that he was using, and it had damaged the equipment, and
the mine boss said, ‘Hey, you have to pay for it,’ you know, ‘this is not
acceptable.’ And the worker said, ‘I am not paying for that, that’s not
my fault that this has happened.’ So they fired him. And all of the rest
of the workers left the shift and said, ‘You have to rehire this guy,’ and
they went on strike. And they stayed out until the guy was rehired.
Which didn’t take long, it was I think about a day. But it was the
beginning of the mining strikes.
- Mercedes Steadman, Chapter 14
Write the speech that this miner would have given to gain the support of his fellow miners
over this incident.
Research further the struggle of the miners to improve their working conditions and gain
equal rights for women. Unions played a major role in laying the groundwork for the modern
workplace.
a. Write a persuasive essay on the relevance of modern unions.
b. Do a “rant” on the need for action to improve conditions at the mine. You may
record this as an audio file, or ‘walk as you talk’ to make a video.
c. Plot the progress that the mining industry has made in improving working conditions
over the years.
Compose a song that the miners may have sung, or a ballad about the miner’s life with
Garage Band or an instrument of your choice.
Safety in the workplace has developed dramatically over the years. During this early time at
the mines in Sudbury, safety was a secondary concern to the company. It was more
important to just get the work done as cheaply and quickly as possible. Modern workers
would object to the obviously dangerous mining/smelting methods that these mines
employed, and many of the practices would be illegal today.
a. Create an ‘archival’ safety poster that may have been posted at the mine.
b. Create a safety video that may have been shown to the miners during these early
times.
c. Compare the statistics from this period (death rates, accident rates, health problems
etc) to the modern day statistics from the same mines in Sudbury today.

Community Life
1) Create a community on Facebook or a blogging site: each student will choose to take on
the identity of various residents of Greater Sudbury – Jesuit priests, farmers, railroad
men, miners of the various ethnic origins, family members of these families, merchants,
sojourners etc. Students would then discuss various issues that may come up:
a. Economic disparity between ethnic groups
b. Dangers of the job
c. Air pollution
d. Loneliness, language barriers
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e.
f.
g.
h.

Bootlegging
Aggression and toughness of the men
Baseball teams, clubs, dances etc.
Roles of the women
 Each student would be required to make a certain number of entries on a
specified number of issues or to a number of participants. Students could
also make a chart with the names of the sports teams associated with each
company and their game schedule. Conversations would invariably
develop around the competition of these teams.
2) Write a screen play based on the community of Sudbury, the unions, their prospective
teams during this period. Students may use the incident where the mine collapses, or
create a plausible story from the historical facts. Be sure to include a detailed description
of the location for each scene.
3) Research the various games that people and children played in this time period. Recreate a board game.
a. A parlour game is a group game played indoors. During the Victorian era in
Great Britain and in the USA, these games were extremely popular among the
upper and middle classes. They were often played in a parlour, hence the name.
Divide the class into small groups and have each group guide the class in playing
one of these old games.
b. Ask students to ask their parents or grand parents about the games that they
played as children. Each student would share this with the class in a written
report or Powerpoint with photographs of any game pieces, etc. needed for the
game.
c. Parlour Game Event: Arrange the desks in table groups and play the various
games re-created by the students on a rotating basis.
4) Create a Sudbury Town Web Site that describes the life of a miner during this period.
Organize the topics and designate them to individual students to create a page for the web
site. Most cities have their own sites today. Design the site with archival photos and
pictures in this old style. (This assignment could be created as a newspaper)
a. Logo and design for home page, including links for topics covered
b. Attractions and Special events
 Music
 Socials
 Church bazaars
 Little Theatre
 Socialist Club News
 Capitalist Club News
 School News
c. Sport team schedules, scores, game commentaries and game star players
d. Tourist Attractions, Parks and Recreation
e. Local News
f. Business Opportunities
g. Local Government
h. Sudbury Maps
i. Employment News
j. Welcome Page for New Immigrants
k. Shops and Businesses
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l. Agenda for Prosperity: The Town Plan for a prosperous future
5) You have the opportunity to take over running the Railway school car in Ontario today.
Design the lessons that you think every modern student should learn. Plan your lessons
with the following format and defend your choice of lessons:
a. Describe the core concept.
b. Write up a simplified, easy to understand explanation for your class. Include at
least two examples of this concept applied to real life.
c. Assign an activity to the students. Outline the format: Powerpoint, illustration,
essay etc.
d. If money was no object, plan what the students could do to learn the concept more
fully
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Chapters 16 – 19 (The 1950’s, the Big Nickel, Re-Greening)
Chapter 16 – The New Nickel
Synopsis
Nickel boomed in the 1950’s, as did the city of Sudbury. The Leo May lunch box was a product of
this era. In the following decade, The Big Nickel, created by Ted Szilva, celebrated the mineral that
had ensured Sudbury’s success.
Chapter 16 Transcript
OIVA SAARINEN
The fifties were a very exciting decade for Sudbury.
FILM
What stronger, more durable and more appropriate metal in the record of American constructive
accomplishments could be thought of as stainless steel.
MATT BRAY
The boom of the automobile, the boom of the domestic kitchen, stainless steel took off.
FILM
Don’t have to be chained to the stove all day. Just set the timer and you’re on your way.
JIM FORTIN
The mining companies see this and market it. Everything that’s new and modern has to be shiny
nickel. And you end up with nickel-plated cutlery, nickel plated appliances like toasters.
Skyscrapers were being developed with stainless steel.
OIVA SAARINEN
And it was during this period that Sudbury really moved into what we call a metropolitan type of
status.
TED SZILVA
The 1951 nickel was minted to celebrate the second hundred anniversary of the isolation of nickel as
a metal. And so I took this design and built it into the Big Nickel. But I did not have any money.
So I had Wellings Manufacturing in Toronto manufacture a one and a half inch medallion of
Sudbury. The marketing ploy that I created after I proposed the nickel was a numismatic park - the
study of coins. There were numismatists all over the world and my appeal was that when they
bought this nickel, then that in turn would give me the money to build this Big Nickel (the
centerpiece) and various other coins of the world. And we had thousands of dollars coming in from
every continent and every country almost in the world.
The city of Sudbury would not give me a building permit because they said that it wasn't designated
for that in that area. So I had to go to INCO and they were very graceful about it. They leased me
four acres of land right adjacent to mine and I built the nickel three feet outside the city of Sudbury
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TED SZILVA (CONT’D)
limits in Copper Cliff. And it was completed and opened by John Fisher in July 22, 1964. We had
over a thousand people there. So it was a very exciting day.
CATHERINE LANGIN
My name's Catherine Langin. I was born Cathy May. My father was the inventor of the miners’
lunch box. He started working in the smelter and that didn't suit him. So, he became a driller, a
miner, a slusher man and a conveyer man. He got the idea to manufacture his own lunch box after
he had used a black tin one as a seat and it collapsed. So, when it collapsed the inventor in him
thought, ‘I need to make something that can hold the weight of a man.’
The very first one, which is this one, he made it outside on a small workbench. Here's the bench that
my father started making his first lunch pail on. It's about 50 years old.
He cut the material with a hand shear and he drilled holes for the rivets. And then tapped the rivets
down. These are the original tools. The first time he took it to work he told me that forty people
came up to him and said, 'Where did you get that?' And he said 'I made it.' They said, ‘Make me
one!’ So, he knew he had a hit. He first charged $2.50 a piece. Well approximately a million lunch
boxes came out of that basement, now we're approaching two million.

Chapter 17 – Cold War Tensions
Synopsis
Cold War stock piling proved beneficial for Sudbury, which was producing more nickel than ever
and continued to attract workers from around the globe. Communist propaganda was used to
heighten tensions between competing unions and resulted in workers having to choose between
Mine/Mill and the United Steelworkers.
Chapter 17 Transcript
FILM
There was a turtle by the name of Burt. And Burt the turtle was very alert. When danger threatened
him he never got hurt, he knew just what to do. He’d duck and cover.
OIVA SAARINEN
Because of the Cold War, what happened was that Washington then intervened on the scene. And
according to the Paylee report, nickel was deemed to be a strategic mineral. And so what the United
States wanted to do was to make sure that they had a stockpile of minerals available in case of the
Red Menace. Because we now had planes that could go across the Atlantic, and they had atomic
bombs. So the United States became into a defensive mode.
MATT BRAY
The US government did not want to be dependant on a single company and so it gave a larger
percentage of its orders to Falconbridge than it would have done if it went strictly by size.
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OIVA SAARINEN
For the first time we have a highway connection to Toronto. You can imagine this - that up until '55,
to get to Toronto you had to drive to North Bay and go down to Toronto. And then combine this
with the new wave of immigration that came in, there was plenty of labour force, and I think in
about two or three years, the population of Sudbury went up about 23,000 in the early fifties.
HANS BRASCH
Well the reason why I came to Canada was more or less adventure. It wasn't because of economy; I
wanted to see the globe, you know? At that time Canada, they actually advanced our ship fare,
which was very helpful because I didn’t have that much money. And that was the year of 1951; I
was 19 years of age.
A friend of mine said, ‘Well listen, in Sudbury they’re looking for miners, it’s advertised in the
paper.’ And miners, I wasn’t so happy about going in a mine, you know, I was kinda ‘ee a mine’.
But ‘OK,’ we said, ‘OK we give it a try.’ So we came up north and we went into the hiring office
and we had no problem, there were about 50 guys in there. And the hiring officer came along and he
just point a finger and says ‘You, you, you.’
So when I started work in the Levack mine, when I went underground and I said ‘pff! I’m not going
to stay here too long.’ It was awful dark underground, you know. Usually the young people they
had to go and work on the grizzly. A grizzly is a chute where you put the ore down and there were
rails across so only certain size of ore sample could fall down the chute, otherwise it would block up.
So you had to break that with a 12-pound sledgehammer, this was your job. You said, ‘OK I’m
going to quit tomorrow,’ and tomorrow somehow never came, you see.
See in Levack there are mostly young fellows there, there were hardly any girls. All you girls had a
great chance at that time. So a fellow came to me, he was an Austrian and said, ‘I’m writing with 4
girls and I can’t marry 4 girls, which one would you like to have?’ So I said, ‘Show me the photos,’
and he did. And I said, ‘This one here.’ So I went to the foreman and said, ‘Listen I need some time
off - I want to get married in Germany.’ He said to me, ‘Hans, what do you want to get married for?
Women are nothing but troubles.’ I said, ‘No, no. I want to get married.’ ‘Well,’ he said, ‘this is
what we do with you, you get one-week holiday, you take that one and I give you four days off and I
want you back here on Saturday.’ And I said, ‘Ok,’ and this was how it was.
So we lived in Levack and they gave us a small little house, which was about 500 square feet. It had
an outhouse you know. And an outhouse in the wintertime - it’s always available.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
When Mine/Mill was really in its hey day, when it controlled basically all of the mines in the
Sudbury basin - and you figure about 18 000 male workers, who paid union dues - that’s a lot of
money coming. So they wanted to ensure that the community itself benefited. So they built Union
Halls in all the local communities. These halls would have been for social events in the community
at large, as well as events in the mining union. So the union was, as one of the women in the ladies
auxiliary said, ‘The only game in town.’
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OIVA SAARINEN
They would sponsor a lot activities. They set up a children's camp down there by McFarlane Lake
that was very, very popular.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
They argued that high culture, like ballet and classical concerts and plays and everything, shouldn’t
be just for the rich. It should be for everyone. So they showed films. There was a film that was
made in the United States called ‘Salt of The Earth.’ It was a mining film that was made during the
Cold War in the States.
FILM
Hear you had a little trouble Quintero, defective fuse? Well you’re all in one piece so what’s the
beef?
You know the beef. This new rule of yours that we work alone...
MERCEDES STEADMAN
It was blacklisted by the McCarthy trials. And they showed it in a film house down in the centre of
the city. And the first night that it showed the line up went around for a block and a half around the
corner - of people waiting excitedly to see this film. The film ran for a couple of days and then the
‘powers that be’ in the city shut it down.
FILM
I think maybe we better settle this thing for the present.
DICK DESTEFANO
I mean we had American companies investing here who really were republican in design and they
didn’t want anybody dictating to them how much a guy should get paid, who should get jobs, what
kind of safety issues and so on. They just wanted to roll out the copper, or the nickel and sell it in
world markets.
MATT BRAY
The Mine/Mill union came under attack as being Communist infiltrated. Certainly there were people
in it who were good Socialists and pretty far to the left.
OIVA SAARINEN
But basically, again it was simply a union that wanted to work for workers rights, and when it was
deemed to be a little bit too powerful, federal interests in Washington and in Canada decided that
enough is enough.
MATT BRAY
The attack came from the ambitions of the United Steelworkers, which was a rival union. So you
have a union rivalry going on. It was also an American based Union.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
That resulted in fights at all sorts of levels. It was in the schoolyard with the kids fighting with one
and another, ‘My dad's in Mine/Mill, yours is in steel.’
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DICK DESTEFANO
The confrontation between Mine/Mill and Steel - it broke the community into multiple pieces. I
mean, I still remember being a teenager and next to the Mine/Mill hall on Regent Street and Elm in
Sudbury, I sat on the back door of our furniture store and I can still remember sitting there and
watching guys on the street in front of Mine/Mill trying to break the doors down. And then people
being provoked and fistfights and attempts to blow doors open. And I sat there looking at it, thought
well, this is just a normal part of living in a community that has both unions and has management.
HANS BRASCH
The first strike was in 1958 for three months. Yeah, yes it was tough; it was the first strike we ever
had. So none of us really knew which way the ball bounces. I got nine dollars a week strike money.
This is the way it was and somehow we always - the two of us - we always had good money
management so it wasn’t a big deal for us. Actually if you ask me it was ok, you know. To me - I
speak for me personally, maybe other people had a hard time. I can’t speak for them.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
The Catholic Women's League and the women through the Catholic Churches had formed their own
organization of which they called the ‘Back To Work Movement.’ They went to the city, the mayor
of the city, to try and get support from the city. And the mayor happily accommodated them and set
up a meeting in the Sudbury Arena for miners’ wives and miners’ families. It was very difficult for
the negotiators who were now down in Toronto with the company and the Department of Labour
mediators trying to get a decent settlement. So by the end of a couple of weeks after that I think it
was they ended up having to settle. And they settled for a pretty weak settlement. And so as a result
of that there was a lot dissatisfaction.
HANS BRASCH
In 1962, and this is when the United Steelworkers came in and they replaced Mine/Mill on an
election forum. You know, people could elect which side they wanted to choose. And the
Steelworkers came in by 15 votes over the Mine/Mill.
MERCEDES STEADMAN
The miners at Falconbridge stayed with the Mine/Mill union and the miners at INCO went with the
Steelworkers.
OIVA SAARINEN
So there's been this historic struggle between the companies and the unions in Sudbury. And, now
it's become much more amicable. Labour legislation has changed, so a lot of the rights that the early
people fought for now have become part of legislation. But having said that, I'd really hate to think
of what Sudbury would be like without the unions, and the power that International Nickel had, and
then Falconbridge had later.
MATT BRAY
The mining industry boomed up until about 1957 and then it began to decline somewhat. Partly
because the American government stopped their stock piling, and so the demand for nickel began to
decline. But then in the 1960's it picked up again of course with the Vietnam War. So, it was a
terrific period of growth for the city and that was tied very directly to the mining industry. Although
it involved also the development of other services.
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FATHER PERRON
Le collège Sacré-Coeur qui a été fondé en 1913, les gens se sont rendu comptes qu'ils avaient un
chartre extraordinaire, c'était bilingue d'un temps, francophone anglophone, mais la chartre leur
donnait la possibilité de créer des universités de donner des diplômes.
L'université Laurentienne a commencé à 1960 avec le père Émile Bouvier qui était Jésuite, qui était
rector de l'université de Sudbury, qui était le premier rector de l'université Laurentienne. Où il y
avait autant que trente Jésuits qui enseignaient à l'université Laurentienne qui ont été les créateurs
des différents départements.
FATHER PERRON
(TRANSLATED TEXT)
The Collège Sacré-Coeur, which was founded in 1913, people realized that they had an
extraordinary charter (it was bilingual for awhile, francophone and Anglophone), but the charter
gave them the possibility to create universities to grant diplomas.
Laurentian University began in 1960 with Father Émile Bouvier, who was a Jesuit and the president
of the University of Sudbury. He was the first president of Laurentian University. There was as
many as 30 Jesuits teaching at Laurentian university who were the founders of the different
departments.
MATT BRAY
By 1971, that’s sort of the peak of mining employment. The figure is between Falconbridge and
INCO about 28,000 workers.

Chapter 18 – Re-Greening
Synopsis
The 1960’s saw the development of new services in Sudbury, including the establishment of
Laurentian University. The University drew a number of scientists to the city who had hopes of
reclaiming the barren landscape. Plant life, lakes, and soils had been severely damaged by decades
of pollution and it would take industry, the municipality, and volunteers to bring them back.
Chapter 18 Transcript
DICK DESTEFANO
The reality is that people lived in an environment here, in which there were no trees and the rock was
black. But people lived with it, you know? They just assumed it was part of the industrial
environment.
BILL LAUTENBACH
There were about 20,000 hectares that were completely barren of vegetation. And then there was
another 65 000 which we classified as semi-barren.
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PETER BECKETT
And that was the areas that you could actually see the effects. There would still be subtle damage on
the landscape way beyond those areas. Some people estimated that you could see damage from
Sudbury up to about 100 kilometers away.
DAVE PEARSON
One of the very interesting things about the roast beds, when you go back to look at the big ones
today, like the O'Donnell roast bed, if you sample where the ore was piled it is very, very high in
nickel and copper. It’s quite impossible to imagine anything successfully growing there, but if you
walk out into the bush on the side, the copper and the nickel concentrations in the soil are not high at
all. They are higher than normal, but not much. And what that tells us is that in fact, the devastation
by the roast beds was only a short-lived devastation. Nature was able to recover from that, as soon
as rain had washed away the very high acidity.
What the smelters did, what the newer technology did with the high stacks, was to scatter metals
across the countryside. Because up the stacks with the high updraft, you can imagine the gases, the
hot gases rising rapidly up those stacks, they carried tiny droplets from the molten cauldron of metal
at the bottom of the stack. A little bit like the way that wind blows droplets of water off waves at the
coast. I remember driving up from Toronto one afternoon and trying to work out in my head how
many of those little spheres there would have been in a thousand tones of nickel and a thousand
tones of copper that came out of the stack every year. As well as 100 tones of lead, and 50 tones of
arsenic and so forth - that then rained down slowly, and it was zillions and zillions and zillions of the
things. That's what made the long-term damage to Sudbury.
Well, you know, we're not quite certain why the rock turned black. It's a quite complicated
combination of reactions on the surface of the rocks. But in the end it was industrial. And part of
what’s interesting too is that there was not only a black coat produced on the rocks but the acidity of
the chemistry of the rainfall and a combination of metals on the surface of the rocks rotted the rock
very quickly, sometimes as much as a centimeter in a century. And in fact if you care to take a
centimeter a century and convert that into an erosion rate and apply that to Everest, you'd loose
Everest very, very quickly. And where did it all go? It went into lakes. And it didn't just go as
grains of minerals, it went as dissolved minerals.
PETER BECKETT
And since the lands have become acidified and you’ve got metal particles on the land from the
smelters, then water coming off (the land is acid and metal rich), this drains into the lakes.
BILL LAUTENBACH
And so lakes that might have been at a PH of seven were now consistently over time reduced lower
and lower to a PH of six, to five, in some cases four. And at various thresholds certain species will
no longer survive. So fish reproduction below about 5.5 starts to become significantly impacted.
And so the whole ecosystem starts to become disrupted.
DAVE PEARSON
One of the lakes which has interested me most around Sudbury is Kelly Lake, which is a lake just on
the western outskirts of the city. It's about 3 kilometers as the crow flies from the copper cliff
smelter, the big smelter that INCO owns and that's been there in one form or another gradually being
modernized since before the 1920s. And it also was the lake that received the sewage effluent from
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DAVE PEARSON (CONT’D)
Sudbury as it grew. So Kelly Lake has been a very abused lake you might say. And in fact, if you
now were to take the top meter of sediment of Kelly lake and look at it's copper and nickel content
it’s in fact, it’s ore - it's ore grade sediment. There are geologists out there being paid big money to
find ore deposits that are as rich as the Kelly lake surface sediment.
What the health impact was I don't think anybody knows. There was a lot of effort to attend to the
very obvious health problems that affected the workers in the smelters - who were breathing in the
fumes around the working end of the smelters. But there was not so far as I'm aware, any effort to
understand what the health impact was of people breathing in those little spheres. And who knows
maybe they were caught by the nasal hairs and maybe they came out on people's handkerchiefs. I
don’t know.
PETER BECKETT
The astronauts from NASA came, and they were coming to look at Sudbury because of the meteor
impact.
DAVE PEARSON
And it was known of course that the moon had been whacked by impacts of meteorites, and it was
thought that maybe there would be shatter cones on the surface. They are a cone shape fracture in
rock, sometimes about the size of a couple of hands, sometimes much larger, sometimes a little bit
smaller. The astronauts come up here to look at shatter cones and to look at the other rocks around
here that had been produced by the meteorite impact; particularly the rock that had been shattered,
thrown up in the air and had fallen back down again. And it looks in fact, just like the rock on the
moon. And the advantage for the astronauts was that they could practice describing that stuff. And
it's hard to describe rocks - you just go to the rock behind me here and start to describe it, you'll run
out of words in two or three sentences. But a geologist with practice reading rocks and describing
them would be able to write two pages.
PETER BECKETT
So it was a good place to come and train the astronauts, but because Sudbury was barren, once the
astronauts had been here, then of course the press decided that well, they really came to Sudbury
because it was a barren landscape and that’s how the moon is - a barren landscape, so it must be a
moonscape.
DAVE PEARSON
There was indeed a lot of joking at the expense of Sudbury, and it's still around.
BILL LAUTENBACH
I remember one joke was that even the woodpecker had to carry its lunch when it flew through
Sudbury.
OIVA SAARINEN
This negative imagery really had a powerful effect. If people were given promotions would they
come to Sudbury? And they would say no.
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MATT BRAY
In 1964 the entire psychology department left all in one year. Now that was five people, it wasn’t a
large number but still, it’s all of them. I on the other hand was delighted to have a job and didn't
notice any of that.
DICK DESTEFANO
When we were at Western University in 1957 I had a roommate from Sudbury - I had a number of
roommates from Sudbury. And we had a picture on the wall of the INCO smoke stacks; at that point
there were the 3. And we would look up once or twice a week in our rooms and we would say
‘You’re never going to get me back underneath those sulphur dioxide stacks.’ We never wanted to
work in that environment because our parents struggled through those environments.
OIVA SAARINEN
When you process the ore, one of the things you do is you get rid of the rock.
FILM – RYE ON THE ROCKS
Ask anybody in a mining community, anywhere, about tailings. Mill tailings are the price a mining
town pays for its existence. A waste product - 50,000 tones of crushed rock a day. Sterile as the
surface of the moon.
OIVA SAARINEN
So you can imagine how many tailings we've had since 1886. And then what would happen of
course, is because it's almost like a sandy material, what happens, as soon as the winds came over
they would then blow into the community. And so INCO took steps in the 1950's to try to resolve
this issue.
BILL LAUTENBACH
Agricultural techniques were used in the case of INCO. Individuals called Claire Young and Tom
Peters pioneered an agricultural solution.
FILM - RYE ON THE ROCKS
Finally in 1957 we found a plant that would take root on this surface. It was a grass called Canada
Blue. We had planted winter rye along with this grass to protect it from the heat until it was strong
enough to stand on its own. When this combination grew and flourished for three years we knew we
were on our way.
OIVA SAARINEN
And so beginning in the fifties through the work of International Nickel, and also Falconbridge, they
began to try to rehabilitate the land.
MATT BRAY
In the 1960’s the companies start to come under pressure from the government, because it’s sort of
the mid 1960's, is sort of the start of environmental awareness.
FILM
Pollution grew around us, slowly at first then more and more rapidly. Until one day at last we
stepped out of our air conditioned, television equipped homes and noticed that something had gone
wrong with our once pretty world.
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MATT BRAY
And it’s as a result of that, that in the late 1960s INCO announced the decision to construct the
Superstack.
DAVE PEARSON
The Superstack is interesting from two perspectives. And there’s only one of those perspectives that
is usually spoken about and recognized. And that is that the height enabled the emissions, the
sulphur dioxide and the tiny little particles too, to be sort of launched into the atmosphere at a higher
level so that they drifted further.
GERRY TAPPER
I have a series of satellite images that show the Superstack plume extending all the way from
Sudbury to the Verde Islands off of Africa, and I have another set that shows the plume over Miami,
Florida.
DAVE PEARSON
But the second aspect of the Superstack, which is not widely recognized, is that there was a whole
lot of sophisticated equipment put into the system that, for example, electrostatically precipitated
(through electric charges) those metallic particles. And also there were systems put in place, which
extracted the sulphur dioxide gas. So that in fact now, out of the top of the Superstack there’s
probably about 8 percent of the gas emerging that emerged from the three stacks before the
Superstack was built. The re-vegetation program would not have been possible if the emissions had
not been reduced by that package of technology - of constantly improving technology.
PETER BECKETT
And so there was co-operation between the university and industry to try some experiments to see
whether one could come up with a kind of recipe to start the re-greening of the large, devastated
areas. And those experiments were going on from the late 60's through to the early part of the 70's.
BILL LAUTENBACH
And they were able to demonstrate through trials that you could in fact grow different varieties of
species in really stressed conditions.
MATT BRAY
By the mid 1970's it was apparent that technology was going to replace people. The people in the
mining industry, but also municipal officials and other citizens recognized that if Sudbury was to
continue to exist anywhere close to the size that it then was, that things had to change.
BILL LAUTENBACH
In 1977, INCO announced they were going to have major lay-offs and they wouldn't be hiring any
summer students the next year. And so I was put on a task force; actually we had two, one that
looked at short-term job creation and one that looked at permanent solutions to these very large
layoffs. And we were able then to get close to $300 000 between the federal government, the city,
and Northern Development Mines, and hire 175 students. That was really the catalyst that took us
from the experimental stage to an operational stage on sites that were barren and rocky hillsides.
And then the students all went back to school and no grass was yet growing. So you didn't see any
results until early in the fall when the first inclining that grass was actually growing started emerging
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BILL LAUTENBACH (CONT’D)
from these barren hillsides. And what that showed in the spring - the two hundred acres that we'd
worked on, was re-vegetated with grass. And so, it seemed to be a wining formula that could be
replicated. So for the next three years that's what the region did. But essentially it was student
program. In 1982, INCO and Falconbridge announced another series of major lay-offs. And so we
expanded the program significantly and in 1983 we had 1 600 people that actually worked for us and
reclaimed a huge amount of area.
TOM DAVIES
We owe Mother Nature a heck of a debt and we’ve committed ourselves that we are going to put this
place back the way it was once.
OIVA SAARINEN
And indeed even some of the seedlings that were required were produced underground. Because the
temperature is constant and fairly warm, all they need is the lighting. So a lot of the seedlings that
are used for re-greening of the environment come from the underground.
PETER BECKETT
So if we add limestone and fertilizer to the land, then we’re improving the water quality of the
streams running off the land. And this has led to an increase in the number of animals. Fish species
either accidentally or deliberately have been increasing in the lakes as well.
DAVE PEARSON
Part of what, particularly the re-greening did, which involved federal government, provincial
government, municipal government, university, company, and then volunteers, and boy scouts and
so forth, was it taught us how to work together. And that's been enormously, enormously beneficial.

Chapter 19 – Growing in a New Direction
Synopsis
The construction of Science North and the success of city re-greening programs harkened a new era
for Sudbury – a city at the forefront of science and technology in the mining and environmental
sectors.
Chapter 19 Transcript
DAVE PEARSON
One cannot say, 'Would the interest of tourists in coming to Sudbury have been as high if there had
been no re-vegetation?' And neither can you say, ‘Would the image of Sudbury would have
recovered as it did if there had not been a Science North?’
JIM MARCHBANK
In the late 1970's the former chairman and CEO of INCO, a gentleman named J. Edwin Carter, who
was fascinated by the Ontario Science Center. And he thought that something similar could be done
in Sudbury, something that might be more focused on geology, but could be done in Sudbury.
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DAVE PEARSON
But the key was INCO saying, ‘If a local team can put together an idea, a description of an idea, and
how to get it built and how to get it done we'll put 5 million on the table in order to get the fundraising started.’ And that was at the time the largest donation by a by a company to a project of this
kind in the history of Canada I believe. It was quite quickly seen as an opportunity by those of us
who were interested in greater public understanding of science as an opportunity to try out some new
ideas. The way that we talked about the science centre when we were developing the ideas for it was
to speak about the exhibit areas as public laboratories. And we wanted people to become involved in
the process of exploring and discovering. We wanted them to become, in a way, scientists and sort
of involved in the process of science and able to talk to people who could talk about science. And it
worked.
JIM MARCHBANK
It opened in June of 1984. We've averaged 200 000 or so people a year. So, about four and a half
million people have gone through this place.
DICK DESTEFANO
We’re now down from 18 000 people at INCO, down to 5 000. And there are more people working
in the supply and service industry and in healthcare and in education than there are working in
mining. We’re not a mining town. People who build automation, people who did build drill cores,
people who could repair the equipment for underground, INCO contracted all that out in the 70’s. It
sat out there for private companies, family owned in many cases. There are close to 420 companies
employing over 15 000 people, which is twice as many as there are in mining and refining jobs.
Sudbury has a cluster. We have a mining cluster and we’ve just discovered it three years ago.
GREG BAIDEN
I'm a Canadian Research Chair in robotics and automation that's at Laurentian University. What we
did was we bought an old elementary school and have turned it into a research center. The one
project that we have right now is working with a local cement supplier. He wanted to try and sort
out a way that he could have a control center inside of his office and run a number of his pits around
the province. We needed scale models. And so we built two machines. For fun we put a hydrogen
fuel cell on one to see how we would control it and see if it could handle the load. And then we built
this hemispherical screen that allows somebody to feel as if they're on board a machine. As you
move your way along in the history of Sudbury, from the past to the present to the future, low
operational costs of mines are what make mines go. That's where I think a lot of this technology
falls into place.
But then the other thing that it will do, which is a real, huge positive is, I think it will drive
knowledge-based jobs to the forefront. And then the spin-offs that will result into other fields I think
will grow the economy of Sudbury quite dramatically.
PETER BECKETT
This is a sandy site. It’s been specially picked to make it easy for you to plant. So you shouldn’t
have any problem about planting the 3,000 trees in a reasonable time.
BILL LAUTENBACH
The land restoration program has clearly demonstrated that change is possible and there's a lot of
hope. We’ve planted close to 9 million trees with the regional program and INCO and Falconbridge
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BILL LAUTENBACH (CONT’D)
have planted approximately another 3 million on their lands. So, 12 million plus trees - where none
existed before. We have won seven major awards. The biggest of those awards was the award we
won at the Earth Summit in Rio for a municipality that had done outstanding work in the
environment.
PETER BECKETT
We started in 1978 and we’ve been going for nearly 30 years and we are only about half way. So
there’s still lots of work to do. After 30 years what’s happened is that there’s been big, big changes
because nature has also been doing its own thing. And actually we often say we just did a few things
to help nature.
DAVE PEARSON
If you think of the culture of a country, or of a province as being - as understanding its history and
having a view of its future, I think that part of what Sudbury has shown is that if you get to grips
with a difficult problem, you can do something about it.
FLORENCE (V.O.)
We remained in North Bay for three years, then returned to Sudbury, and found a great Change had
taken place. We came here for a little while, and here we are yet. Many people have come and
gone. They alight for a short time and then flit away. Very few of the old timers are left. Many
have gone to their heavenly home. I have never really wanted to go back south, and now I never
shall. I have good friends here, such friends as I am sure I should never find again, and I have no
greater desire now than to end my days in their midst.
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Activity Ideas for Chapters 16 - 19
Sudbury Comes of Age
Stainless Steel – New and Shiny Wins the Day
1) Create a 30 second, 1950’s style television advertisement for one of the old-fashioned
appliances or stainless steel products from the era.
2) Design an advertisement that would have been found in the Eaton’s catalogue for one of the
stainless steel appliances.
3) Mad Men is a soap about the stereotyping of the 1950s and 1960s. Write a script for a drama
or situation comedy that satirizes the ideologies of the 1950s (gender roles, political climate).
4) The 1950s laid the groundwork for the excess waste and consumerism of today. Go back to
era. Select one product. Re-design the manufacturing process, delivery, packaging,
ingredients, etc. to make this product environmentally sustainable. (You could select a
modern day product and apply the same process)

Union Friction

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

The confrontation between Mine/Mill and steel, it broke the community
into multiple pieces. I mean, I still remember being a teenager and next to
the Mine/Mill hall on Regent Street and Elm in Sudbury, I sat on the back
door of our furniture store and I can still remember sitting there and
watching guys on the street in front of Mine/Mill trying to break the doors
down. And then people being provoked and fist fights and attempts to blow
doors open. And I sat there looking at it, thought, ‘Well this is just a
normal part of living in a community that has both unions and has
management.’
- Dick Destefano, Chapter 17
You are the chief psychologist for the town of Sudbury. What are your recommendations to
restore your town to a well adjusted, happy community.
Research further the effect that the Cold War had on Sudbury and its people.
Organize a debate panel based on the details of the dispute between the two unions.
Research the McCarthy Trials. Reflect on how Homeland Security measures compare to the
fearful mindset of the cold war.
Watch one of the Cold War era films. Students can write their opinions of the film, or form
discussion groups. Some of the possible films:
a. Dr Strangelove (1964)
b. The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951)
i. In this science fiction narrative, "an alien planetary federation, disapproving
of Earth's policy of atom-bomb testing, despatches Rennie and his robot, Gort
(his name changed from Gnut in Bates' story) to warn Earth stop its
aggression or be blown apart. Like Ezekiel's biblical wheel sent by God, the
duo land in Washington DC at 3:47 EST in an impressive flying saucer with a
spiritual message. Rennie (a British actor in his first American film) is gunned
down by fearful soldiers. A revengeful Gort kills the soldiers and reactivates
him. In a memorable peroration, he warns Earthlings that they must either live
in peace or be destroyed by Gort and his kind. What makes the film so
successful is Wise's balancing of his ominous allegory with the sub-plot of
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Rennie's attempts to discover what humans are really like by taking a room in
a boarding house where he meets Neal (who gives a superb restrained
performance) and her young son (Gray). Fittingly, it is Neal who saves the
day, uttering the immortal phrase"Klaatu barada nikto" and so stopping the
robot from destroying Earth after Rennie's 'death'." (quote from Magill's)
http://history.sandiego.edu/gen/filmnotes/day.html
c. Red Nightmare (1955)
d. On the Beach (1959)
e. Seven Days in May (1964)
f. Apocalypse Now (1979)
g. Atomic Café (1985)
i. Re-enact a scene from one of the cold war films.
ii. Create a movie trailer for a film on the war against terrorists.
10) Canada and the Cold War: Anti-Communism had been a part of Canadian official life since
1917 and the Bolshevik Revolution. Indeed, as a recent monograph on 'Cold War Canada'
has pointed out, 'anti-Communism was part of the fundamental philosophy and selfdefinition of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police' Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, ed., The Oxford History of
World Cinema (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 463.
Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse, Cold War Canada: The Making of a National Insecurity State, 1945-1957
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 216.

Research the types of activities that the RCMP carried out during the Cold War Era.

Superstack & Re-greening
I have a series of satellite images that show the Superstack plume
extending all the way from Sudbury to the Verde Islands off of Africa, and
I have another set that shows the plume over Miami, Florida.
- Gerry Tapper, Chapter 18
Resource: http://www.inco-sudbury-airquality.com/
1. Log the impact of the Superstack on the environment as it relates to health, death rates,
cancer rates and asthma rates. Has the Superstack helped or hindered health?
2. Log the impact of the Superstack on the environment as it relates to plant life and water
quality. Has the Superstack helped or hindered the environment?
3. If you were living in Sudbury, design a campaign that would call people to action to repair
the environmental damage that has occurred over the years due to mining endeavors.
4. Compare the Superstack to other solutions that could have been implemented in Sudbury.
5. Compare the Superstack to other solutions implemented in mines in other parts of the world.
6. Plan a tree-planting excursion to the school playground or any other area of your locale that
needs re-greening. Consider raising funds for this venture in your school. Having a buy-out
for a talent show is an easy way to raise funds.
a. If you are located in or near the Greater Sudbury area, you can take part in the City’s
volunteer tree-planting program. To learn more, visit:
http://www.greatersudbury.ca/cms/index.cfm?app=div_landreclamation&lang=en
7. Acid Rain: Research the story in the Sudbury area.
8. Acid Rain: Assess the environment where you live. How healthy are your lakes, waterways?
What is your town doing to protect your water? What are the industries in the area that could
be contributing to acid rain. Research what they are doing to protect the environment. If
necessary, what should be done to protect the water? Offer solutions.
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a. An easy way to look at the health of lakes and waterways is by doing Ph testing –
litmus paper determines the Ph of a given liquid and is inexpensive.

A New Direction For Sudbury – Beyond Nickel

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We’re now down from 18 000 people at INCO down to 5 000. And there
are more people working in the supply and service industry and in
healthcare and in education, than there are working in mining. We’re not
a mining town. People who build automation, people who did build drill
cores, people who could repair the equipment for underground, INCO
contracted all that out in the 70’s. It sat out there for private companies,
family owned in many cases. There are close to 420 companies employing
over 15 000 people, which is twice as many as there are in mining and
refining jobs.
- Dick Destefano, Chapter 19
Develop a contingency plan for the city when the demand for nickel decreases significantly.
Develop a plan for the city if the city grows by 100 000 people. Include plans for roads,
infrastructure, housing, schools, public transportation etc.
Compare Sudbury to a mining town in Mexico or South America. Look at the economy,
salaries, employment levels, technology utilized, smelting process, supporting industries.
Research what INCO and Xstrata are doing now for the environment.
Think of Sudbury through a ‘tourism lens.’ Why would tourists want to come to Sudbury?
What would they do once there?
a. Plan an ad campaign to get tourists to Sudbury.
b. Offer a travel package for the Sudbury tourist. Plan their itinerary.
c. Use Google Maps to map out an itinerary.
d. Write a travel brochure for Sudbury.
e. Film a commercial to bring in tourists to the area.
f. Write a poem about the area.
g. Write a song about the area.
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Chapter 20 – Credits
Project Partners
• City of Greater Sudbury
• Northern Ontario Railroad Museum and Heritage Centre
• The Ontario Trillium Foundation
• FedNor
Project Supporters
• Centre Franco Ontarien de Folklore
• Le Voyageur
• Music and Film in Motion
• Northern Life
• Sudbury Star
Director, Cinematographer, & Editor - Zachary Melnick
Producer & Production Manager -Yvonne Drebert
Re-Enactment Director - Drew Lint
Assistant Producer – James Fortin
Research & Writing – Zachary Melnick, Yvonne Drebert, Drew Lint, & Kyle Melnick
Sound Recordist & Sound Mix - Kyle Melnick
Original Score by Brian Schneberk
Original Music by Ian Bell
Theme Music by Simon Wood
Assistant Editor Amanda Melnick
Maps, Animation, & Graphics - Yvonne Drebert
Costumes and Props – Yvonne Drebert, James Fortin, Amanda Melnick, & Diana Player
Historical Costume Consultants – Diana Player & George N. Wells
Historical Costume Seamstress – Wendy Melnick
Accountant & Craft Services – Amanda Melnick
Transcriptions – Diana Player, Leeanna Jordan, Tanya Vernackt, & Yvonne Drebert
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Sudbury City Museums Liaison – James Fortin
City of Greater Sudbury Liaisons – Claire Zuliani & Rob Skelly
Interview Subjects
• Dr. Greg Baiden – Penguin ASI, Mining Technology
• Olga Beaulieu – Laurentian University Librarian
• Dr. Peter Beckett - Reclamation and Wetland Ecologist, Laurentian University
• Hans Brasch – Retired Miner / Historian
• Dr. Matt Bray – Professor Emiritus of History, Laurentian University
• Richard Destefano – Executive Director, Sudbury Area Mining Supply and Service
Association
• James Fortin – Curator, City of Greater Sudbury Heritage Museums
• Ronald Jodouin – Historian & Author of ‘Images Through Time’
• Catherine Langin – L. May Metal Fabricators Ltd.
• Jeannine Larcher-Lalande – The Blueberry Lady
• Bill Lautenbach – Director of Planning Services, City of Greater Sudbury
• Jim Marchbank – CEO Science North
• Nada Mehes-Rovinelli – Local History Librarian, Greater Sudbury Public Library
• Robert Michelutti – Retired Superintendent of Environmental Services, Falconbridge Ltd.,
Sudbury Division
• Dr. Dave Pearson – Laurentian University Professor/Science North
• Father Ronald Perron – Ste-Anne des Pins
• Bernard Petahtegoose – Elder Whitefish Lake First Nation
• Dr. Oiva Saranin – Professor Emeritus Social Geography, Laurentian University
• Dr. Mercedes Steedman – Labour Studies, Laurentian University
• Mary Stefura – Ukrainian Senior Centre
• John Stefura – Ukrainian Descendent
• Ted Szilva – Big Nickel Designer, Entrepreneur
• Dr. G. Tapper – Professor of Geography, Laurentian University
Re-Enactment Cast (In Order of Appearance)
• Florence Howey – Rebecca Chevrier
• Nicole – Erica Robinson
• Walter – Nelson Lafrenière
• Dr. Howey – Keith Crigger
• First Nations Peoples: The British Native Allies – Lynda Balena, One Feather Arsenault,
John Roloson, Adam Roloson, Zeke De Jonckheere, Debbie Clymer, Cedar Heart, Soange
taha (Stuart) Engler, Patrick Doyle, Kim Lundberg, David Lundberg, Jason McGowan, Allen
Summerhayes, Nancy Jensen, Wolf Thomas, Philip Bélanger
• Albert Salter - André Aubin
• Alexander Murray – Yvon Courchesne
• Surveyor’s Assistant 1 – Alexander Richardson
• Surveyor’s Assistant 2 – Kyle Melnick
• Dr. Selwyn – Bob McTavish
• Dr. Ruttan – Brian Appleton
• Dr. Girdwood – Ben Harrison
• English Patient – Jeff Erskine
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French Patient – Mathieu Beausoleil
Dutch Wife – Henny Piché
Dutch Patient – Dave Smith
Finnish Patient – Mitchell Phillips
Ukrainian Patient – Kyle Melnick
Father Nolan – Henri Lagrandeur
Father Coté – Yvon Courchesne
Lumberjack/Horse Driver – Gerald Cook
Lumberjacks – Steve Ghikadis, Brodie Cooper, Anthony Grani
Judge McNaughton – Derek Shelly
Female Farmer – Teresa Brasch
Farm Boy – Isaac Prud’homme
John Gamgee – Thomas Stewart
Samuel Ritchie – Laurier J. Carrey
Aeneas McCharles – Dale Pepin
Aeneas’ Assistant – Drew Lint
Metcalf – Alex Carter
McAllister – Jonathon Brooks
Ludwig Mond – Henri Lagrandeur
Mond Businessman 1 – Nicholas Sawkiw
Mond Businessman 2 – Marcel Legault
Mond Businessman 3 – Calin Ranger
Benjamin Tracey – Gregg Evans
Thomas Edison – Daniel Robillard
Edison’s Assistant – Tom L. Muir
Old Florence Howey – Jeannine Pepin
Alex Ruda (Disgruntled Fiancé) – Daniel Landry
Loentina Wolanczuk - Marie-Josée Dionne
E.A. Doan (Coroner) – Mathieu Beausoleil
Miner’s Wife (in the fog) – Carole Delorme
INCO Nurse – Karine Tellier
Miner Patient – Michael Dagostino
1920’s Disgruntled Farmer – Douglas G. Santala
Girl Berry Picker – Alexie Laverdiere-Ranger
Boy Berry Picker – Kevin Lacasse
Mother Berry Picker – Debbie Bonin
School Car Teacher – Stu Thomas
School Car Students - Bailey Cameron, Harry Ireland, Hailey Ireland, Jonathon Strapp, Julie
Dubé, Kirk Trayner, & Shayna Graham
James McIntyre – Ian Bell

Voice Overs
• Florence Howey – Rebecca Chevrier
• Aeneas McCharles – Dale Pepin
• Female Voice Overs (other) – Maggie Chartland
• Male Voice Overs (other) – Jeff Teravainen
Historical Re-Enactment Boats Courtesy of:
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Birch Bark Canoe (Small) – (Trapper) Bob Atkinson
Birch Bark Canoe (Large) – Assiginack Museum, Manitoulin Island
Birch Bark Kayak - Bruce Peninsula National Park & Fathom Five National Marine Park
Cedar Strip Canoe – Francine Albrough
Wooden Double Ended Rowboat – B. Geisler & Sons Ltd.

Special Thanks to Our Shooting Locations:
• Assiginack Museum – Manitowaning, Manitoulin Island
• City of Greater Sudbury - High Falls, Onaping
• Dynamic Earth
• Nickel District Conservation Authority - Lake Laurentian Conservation Area
• Northern Ontario Railroad Museum & Heritage Centre
• Muskoka Heritage Place - Teri Souter, Sara White, & Ron Gostlin
• Santala Farm – Douglas Santala
• Science North
• Sudbury City Museums: Anderson Farm Museum, Lively; Flour Mill Museum, Sudbury; &
The Copper Cliff Museum, Copper Cliff
• Torrance Barrens, Muskoka
Archival Materials Provided By:
• Archives of Ontario
• Centre Franco-Ontarien de Folkore
• City of Greater Sudbury – Land Reclamation Division
• Hans Brasch Private Collection
• Laurentian University Archives & Special Collections
• Library and Archives Canada
• Northern Ontario Railroad Museum & Heritage Centre Collection
• Science North
• Sudbury City Museums Collection
• Sudbury Star
• Université de Sudbury / University of Sudbury
Special Thanks To:
• The Ontario Trillium Foundation
• FedNor
• Sudbury City Museums
• The Sudbury Visual Heritage Project Steering Committee Members
• Greater Sudbury Public Library
• The City of Greater Sudbury
• James Fortin
• Claire Zuliani
• Nada Mehes-Rovinelli
• Dale Pepin
• Constance Rossi
• Sudbury City Museums Staff, especially: Nicholas Sawkiw, Jaime Kawa, Jenna Huisman,
Julie Bonin, Lindsay Canning, & Vanessa Labine
• The Living History Multimedia Association: Diana Player, Wolf Thomas, George N. Wells,
Bill Darfler, Mike O’Byrne
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Paul N. Sajatovic & The Nickel District Conservation Authority
Teri Souter, Sara White & Muskoka Heritage Place
Dave & Suzanne Smith, Jeanette Allen & The Assiginack Museum
Tina Montgomery, Christine Catt & the staff of Science North & Dynamic Earth
Dr. Peter Beckett
Tina Mcaffrey & Sudbury Land Reclamation Staff
Eileen Thompson, Stu Thomas, & Bob Michelutti of the Northern Ontario Railroad Museum
& Heritage Centre
Donna Cacciotti & CR Judd Public School Staff & Students
Marthe Brown & Derek Dupuis of Laurentian University Archives
Lionel Bonin of the J.N. Desmarais Library at Laurentian University
Library Staff at the Mackenzie Street Branch
Angie Robson & Diane Hebert of Vale INCO
The Ontario Land Surveyors
Lenore Keeshig-Tobias, Bruce Peninsula National Park & Fathom Five National Marine Park
(Trapper) Bob Atkinson
Brian Nootchtai – Whitefish Lake First Nation
The Melnick Family
The Drebert Family
The Lint Family
All of Our Patient Actors
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Riches Beyond Our Rocks Course Guide Res ources
Print Resources:
*All print resources are available through the Sudbury Public Library.
Brasch, Hans. A Miner's Chronicle; Inco Ltd. and the Unions. Sudbury ON: Journal
Printing, 1997.
Capreol: The First 75 Years. Sudbury ON: Journal Printing, 1993.
Giommi, Don et al. Up The Hill; The Italians of Copper Cliff. Sudbury ON: Journal
Printing, 1997.
Gunn, John M. ed. Restoration and Recovery of an Industrial Region; Progress in Restoring
the Smelter-Damaged Landscape near Sudbury, Canada. New York: SpringerVerlag, 1995.
Higgins, Edwin G. Whitefish Lake Ojibway Memories. Cobalt ON: Highway Book Shop,
1982.
Higgins, E. G. and F.A. Peake. Sudbury then & now; A Pictorial History. Sudbury ON:
Sudbury & District Chamber of Commerce, 1977.
Howey, Florence R. Pioneering on the CPR.
Lebelle, Wayne F. Valley East: 1850 -2002. Field ON: WFL Communications, 2002.
McCharles, Aeneas. Bemocked of Destiny. Briggs, 1908.
Pagnucco , Frank. Home-Grown Heroes; a Sports History of Sudbury. Sudbury ON: Miller
Publishing, 1982.
Polyphony; The Bulletin of the Multicultural Society of Ontario Sudbury's People,
Spring/Summer 1983, Vol. 5 No. 1. Toronto ON: Toronto Multi. History Society of
Ontario, 1983.
Saarinen, Oiva W. Between a Rock and a Hard Place; A Historical Geography of the Finns
in the Sudbury Area. Waterloo ON: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1999.
Stephenson, Robert, et al. A Guide to the Golden Age: Mining in Sudbury, 1886-1977.
Sudbury ON: Department of History, Laurentian University, 1979.
Sudbury and District Historical Society. Industrial Communities of the Sudbury Basin:
Copper Cliff, Victoria Mines, Mond, and Coniston. Sudbury ON: Sudbury District
Historical Society, 1986.
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There Were No Strangers; A History of the Village of Creighton Mine. Creighton Mine,
ON: Anderson Farm Museum, 1989.
Wallace, C.M. and Ashley Thomson eds. Sudbury: Rail Town to Regional Capital. Toronto
ON: Dundurn Press, 1993.

Websites

www.visualhertiage.ca
*Note: All video content from ‘Riches Beyond Our Rocks’ is available from our website in
streaming video:
Ontario Visual Heritage Project. Living History Multimedia Association. January 27, 2009.
January 27, 2009. http://www.visualheritage.ca/
General
Archives of Ontario/Archives publiques de l’Ontario. 2007. Ministry of Government Services.
January 6, 2009. http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/
Search the collections of the Ontario Archives. Many pieces have online, photographic
representations
ArchiviaNet: On-line Research Tool; Film, Video and Sound. August 29, 2007. Library and
Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/archivianet/02011402_e.html
Search the film, video and audio collections of the National Archives. Copies of materials can be
ordered for viewing. Note: the duplication process can be slow.
CBC. CBC. January 26, 2009. http://www.cbc.ca/
Great resource for current information and archived newscasts.
Classroom20. January 26, 2009. http://www.classroom20.com/
Classroom 2.0 is a social network of educators interested in using Web2.0 and collaborative
techniques in the classroom. It has over 7,000 members and is a supportive community for all things
digital.
Cyber Muse; Your Art Education Research Site. 2008. National Gallery of Canada. January 6,
2009. http://cybermuse.gallery.ca/cybermuse/search/search_e.jsp
Search the archives of the National Gallery of Canada. Many pieces have online, photographic
representations
Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online / Dictionnaire biographique du Canada en ligne. June 27,
2008. Library and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009. http://www.biographi.ca/
A very comprehensive site with profiles on famous Canadians from throughout history
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Educational Computing Organization of Ontario. January 26, 2009. http://www.ecoo.org/index.php
The Educational Computing Organization of Ontario exists to share and disseminate information
and to advocate and promote the effective use of computers and associated technologies in the
education process.
epals. January 26, 2009. http://www.epals.com/
• ePals is a Global Community of collaborative learners, teachers, and academic experts in
200 countries and territories.
• ePals provides Connections to students, classes, and school districts worldwide that are safe
and secure.
• ePals is the safe and protected solution for linking classes, schools, and school districts
globally via ePals SchoolMail™, ePals SchoolBlog™, and Classroom Match.
Google documents. January 26, 2009. www.google.com
• This is a free feature found with Google - more - documents (along toolbar at the top of the
screen)
• Classes or groups can create, edit various types of documents (Excel, Powerpoint, Word)
together or separately and save their work online. Access this work from anywhere, anytime.
Students login with an account. Documents can be shared and edited simultaneously.
Excellent for any subject. Students no longer have the excuse that they lost their homework.
Greater Sudbury 125. 2008. City of Greater Sudbury. January 6, 2009.
http://www.mysudbury.ca/125
The City of Greater Sudbury’s site for its 125 Anniversary.
Greater Sudbury Public Library. 2009. Greater Sudbury Public Library. January 6, 2009.
http://www.sudbury.library.on.ca/
All books listed in the previous Resource section are available here.
Greater Sudbury Virtual Museum. City of Greater Sudbury. January 6, 2009.
http://www.sudburymuseums.ca/wcms/sites/w_vmuseum/splash/splash_flashversion.htm
A vast resource for Sudbury history enthusiasts. Contains a comprehensive online photograph
database.
Images Canada. August 27, 2002. Library and Archives Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.imagescanada.ca/
A large database hosted by the National archives. A number of partner organizations (including
various museums and libraries) are searchable from this site.
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Learning Interchange. Apple Inc. January 26, 2009. http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/
• Educator created lessons and activities Rich with movies, images and podcasts Special
collections from content providers
• Meet Others In this unique social network for educators
• Locate colleagues from around the globe
• Find peers across a variety of content areas
• Collaborate Online
• Use new Web 2.0 tools to engage with others
• Create and manage your own custom groups
• Share content, news, polls and conversations
Library and Archives Canada Archives Search. January 6, 2009. Library and Archives Canada.
January 6, 2009. http://searchrecherche.collectionscanada.ca/archives/search.jsp?Language=eng
Search the collections of the Ontario Archives. Many pieces have online, photographic
representations
Internet Archive: Prelinger Archive. The Prelinger Archive. January 7, 2009.
http://www.archive.org/details/prelinger
This archive contains thousands of archival films. Search, watch online, or download these films
and incorporate them into your own media – all media is in the creative commons.
National Film Board of Canada. January 26, 2009. http://www3.nfb.ca/e/
Rich resource of documentary films both current and archival footage.
Reel Learning. Toronto International Film Festival Group. January 26, 2009. http://reellearning.ca/
Welcome to Reel Learning - The growing success of Sprockets Toronto International Film Festival
for Children has inspired our team to develop a series of film-education resources for teachers.
Reel Learning is an online film-literacy resource for educators. With live video interviews,
interactive webcasts with film-industry experts, e-newsletters and a wide range of study guides, Reel
Learning is a unique resource portal for educators and those interested in film and media literacy.
SurveyMonkey.com. January 26, 2009. http://www.surveymonkey.com
Free surveys to administer to anyone
The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica Foundation of Canada of Canada. January 10, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCESubjects&Params=A1
A very comprehensive and trustworthy resource on Canadian history.
Toronto Public Library Digital Collections. 2008. Toronto Public Library. January 6, 2009.
http://gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/hist/index_e.php
The Toronto Reference Library has a large archive of photographs from all over the province.
Wetpaint. January 26, 2009. http://www.wetpaint.com/
Free web site hosting for a wiki of any description. A wiki is an interactive web site. Participants
login to create pages, add content, participate in discussions etc. The moderator can track all
participants activities. Photos and videos may be added. This is a great site for any classroom. It is
also an ideal way to collaborate with another classroom.
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Chapter 1
Geological Survey of Canada; GSC History and Historical Resources. March 13, 2003. Natural
Resources Canada. January 6, 2009. http://gsc.nrcan.gc.ca/hist/index_e.php
Purpose and reasoning behind Geological Survey of Canada – essays and some photographs.
Mentions the surveyor Alexander Murray.
“Florence Howey.” South Side Story. Pg 16. January 2005. Mysudbury.ca. January 26, 2009.
http://www.mysudbury.ca/downloads/lives_lived/arts_and_culture.pdf
Vodden, C. and L.A. Frieday. “Geological Survey of Canada.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008.
Historica Foundation of Canada. January 26, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1SEC821220
Chapter 2
“Anishinaabe.” Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. January 4, 2009. January 10, 2009.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anishinaabe
“Anishabek Nation.” The Union of Ontario Indians. January 6, 2009.
http://www.anishinabek.ca/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=90&Itemid=38
A short introduction to the Anishanbek Nation & the Three Fires Confederacy. Contains
Anishinabek and English language text.
Blueberry Recipes. 2006. Blueberry-Recipe.com. January 6, 2009. http://www.blueberryrecipe.com/
An entire site dedicated to Sudbury’s Favorite food.
Four Directions Teachings. 2007. National Indigenous Literacy Association. January 10, 2009.
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/index.html
This is a great interactive, multimedia website with Native traditions and teachings.
Hall, Anthony J. “Royal Proclamation of 1763.” The Canadian Encyclopedia. 2008. Historica
Foundation of Canada. January 6, 2009.
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&Params=A1ARTA00069
90
This proclamation established Treaty making provisions between the British and First Nations
peoples and serves a role in the Canadian constitution. Site also includes territorial map.
“History.” Exploration: the Fur Trade and Hudson’s Bay Company. Canadiana.org. January 26,
2009. : http://www.canadiana.org/hbc/sources/sources_e.html
This site is a great resource for the Fur Trade and the Hudson’s Bay Company’s involvement.
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